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Ljiljana Bibovid (Univereity..bf Novi,iad) 

THE INFINITIVZYAS,SUBJECT IN ENGLISH' AND SERBO-CROATIAN 

1. It-is a well-known fact that verbi may occur in 
the subject positil in English, the infinitive with to 
being one of the possible verbal formal, e.g. 

2 To err is human.
It.is also possible for the infinitive to occur. 

as subject in Serbo-Croatian, as for example 1n 
3 Raditi je teak°. . 

1.2. 	This study is based chiefly k on the examples (with 

their SC translations)4 found in the Zagreb version of the 
-Brown corpus, though occasionally examples from ether 
sources have been used for illustration.5  

2. This contrastive analysis of the English and 

SC infinitive has yielded several statements which reflect 
some of the systematic similarities and differences in 
their use. 

2.1. 	Statement 3). To the English infinitive in the 

subject pOsItion often corre0onds the SC infinitive in .  

the same position, 
If the English infinitive is linked with another 

infinitive or gerund by the verb TO BE, the corresponding 
linking verbiollowing the SC infinitival subject is not 

givalont of the verb TO BE, BITI, but the verb 
NACITI (-mean) in the tense required. Thus 
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40183 (1E) To act otherwise would be to admit his help-

lessnets.•(1SC4 Raditi druk6ije znaftlo bt priznati svoju  
besoomodnost. 

8229 (2E) To be human, he believes, is to seek one's 
own destruction... 

VIM 

I2SC) Biti 6ovje6an, vjeruje on, znaft trafiti 
svoju vlastitu propast... 

r  
SO can symbolize: the latter pattern by the fol-

lowing. simple formula: 

Subject 	 Predicate 

E: 	INF 	 BE + INF or GERUND 

SC: 	INF 	 2NAtIT/ +,ruF 

Note also an example that illustrates the English 

gerundin•the predicate: 

'8768 13E) To ask me to believe that So inexpressibly 
marvelous-a book was written long .gfter all 
events by some admiring follower, and was 
not inspired directly by the Spirit of God,
is askingm to accept a. miracle far greater 
tan any of thoge recorded in the Bible. 

(3SC) Trafiti od ene da vjerujem da'ie tako ne-
opisivo divnu knjigu napisao mno4o kasnije 
neko od oboiavalaca medju potomstvom i da 
ova'nije bila neposkedno inspirirana duhom ' 
borim, zna6ilo bi zahtevati da priznam 6udo, 
da 	nego ma koje od onih koja su za-
beleftna u'Bibliji. 

2.1.1. 	In case in English the verb TO'BE is followed by 

a noun, the corresponding linking Verb in SC is BITI, 

PREDSTAVLJATI (=represent), ZNAnTI, as is the case in the 
following examples: 

30104 (4E) To learn wfiat we do is the first step for 
improvement.' IMO 

(4SC) Saznati §ta 6inimo 12prvi. korak ka napretku. 
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. 
' 22082 ) But to go from here to the belief that those 

more sensitive-tc metaphor and language will 
also be rore sensitive to cersonal differences 
11.too 	great an inferential leap.  

(5SC 	ATi, 	tvrditi na osnovu toga da de .cr.i kojide.: 
osetljivi na retafore i lezik biti osetl'iv: 
i 	na individualne razlike credstavl:alc ti 
isuvite smeo zaklju?.ak. 

(6E) To accent i 	one linguistic model would I:O. 
	a disaster. 

(6SC) rihvatiti samo 'edan eziMci model zna6ils. 
L katastro 

On t 	other'hand, if the verb TO- BE is followed 

by an adjectiv , only the verb BITI is possible in SC. Thus: 

20659 .(7E)tTO believe otherwise would be unrealistic. 
(7SC) Verovati netto drugo bilo bi nerealno. 

Pedagogical implications. In teaching English to SC learners 

It would 138 especially useful to turn their attention to the 

fact that es1ACIT/ between two infinitive; is always the lin-• • 
.kingr1\ao TO BE in English. 2NAtITI in -this linguistic con-

text i 	real difficulty for the learner. ' • 

2.2. 	In Seit is unnatural fora long subject to precede 

the enclitic dorm - of BITI (=be) followed by a short subjunc-

tive complement.. This is the cause of the inversion of the 

subject in (8SC):  

12773 (8g) 84t to continue to divorce - advanced students. 
/- from reality is inexcusable. 

(8SC) Medjutim, neo tivo  i dalje odvajati od 
stvarnosti stud to viai 	godina. 

Pedagogical implications.'A native .speaker of SC might be 

tempted to keep the same word order when translating an 

English sentence containing a i.ong infinitival subject; 

therefore a learner of English should becomp familiar with 
• 

the more general rule: 

https://zaklju?.ak
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When a long infinitival'eub'ject.is linked through. 	 .
the verb BE to a short subjective complement in-E,.invert 
the `subject and the complement in the corresponding sey.17/, 
tence inv.SC.

'The following examPlw shows that inversion does 
not occur when the enclitic form of BITI comes/after the 
first word of the predicate, in which case the' incongruity 
between the long subject and tHe.enclitic is removed:

. ' 6611. (.E) To.think that we can merely relinquish our 
economic 	without giving up/1pr pol-
itical or legal autonomy is wishful 7thtnklntx. 

(§Se) Smatrati da se mi mo2emo jedino oaredt naEe 
ekonomske autonomije a da ne oduqtanemo od 
nate politine ili zakonske autonwije ma 

. 	• 	ie ouka 2elia. -

2.3. 	" Most ..gcamniars of English contain the info tion 
that in spoken _1 riguage the infinitive is rare in t 	

I 

subject. positio one usually prefers a construction with7
1anticipative it. thus ' . 	-

(10) It is easy to give advice 

:is Preferred to 

• (.11). 'To g 0 advice ii easy. 
In SC there is ho inq corresponding to anticipative it 
and the.SC equiv 1 nt to either (10) or (11) would be. 

t(10/11SC) Lak•ife davati savete.8  

This difference siwyld not present any difficulty .to SC 
learners of En• ish.-
2.4, 	'Somet mes the infinitival subject in SC follows 
the predicate :len if it is not long, as is the case in 
the . following examples given by Maretid (1963:422)i

7 
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• lijepo je ovuda idi:(it is nice to walk here).  
teak° je s njime loyoriti (it is difficult to 
talk to him) 	-- , 

Stevanovid's examples,, however, acts have the 

infinitival subject preceding the predi 	, thud 
(Stevanovid, 1969:29): 	-

raditi je teak° (to work is difficult) 	nuar je zadovoljstvo (to read is a pleasure) 
samovati je tufno tit is sad to live alone) 

The differende between the two word orders may be 

explained by the different distribution of communicative 

dynaMism (mCD)? 	lebt us say, 	. 

(12SC) Samovatt je tufno 

both? the infinitive as-subject and the predicate carry the
• 

same degree of CD. But in 

(13SC) Tufno je samovati 

the infinitival subject,*samovaii, carries a lower degree 

of CD than the preposed predicate tufno ie, the subject 

being the topic (theme), the predicate being the—commentl°  
According to Firbas (1.964:112)!1 it is the pfinciple of FSP 

(functional sentence perspective) which determines the 
order Of words in Czechs in-languages which observe FSP 

the theme usually precedes the rheme. But in- SC tt seems 
to be the other way rou!!d in respect of the infinitival, 
subject. Thus in the following context only (13SC) -would 
be appropriate: 

Svaki dan se vrada s posla,u pustu sobu; soba, 
hladna i bes namje4taja, Joe vi4g pojadava 
osjedanje potpune izolovanosti.-Tufno e
samovati. 

8 
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(Every' day hi goes back from work to an empty 
room; the rOomp.cold, and bare of furniture, 
intensifies/his feeling of total isolation. 
It is sad to live alone.)

• 
However, it is difficu t.to draw.a definite conclusion on' 

the evidence of this ample albne, but it may well be the 

case that,the themat c infinitival subject follows the' 

	rheMe. 

2.5. 	According to Stevanovid (1969:29; 740) in SC an 

anaphoric TO (=th t) is often used after an infinitive as 

subject, as in the following example:

8iii izvrstan u svome poslu, to je 
Popovid, Ogledi4 61anci, 201) 

This is espec1ally the case 144tore than one infinitive is 

used as subject (Stevanovid, 1969:19; Maretid, 1963:654). 

The use of the anaphoric onouThas a rhetdrical effect 

and it is hardly to be exj?cted to be used.in everyday.
.speech. In English it is possible to use the corresponding 

pronoun as is seen from the two possible 4nglish- eguiv-

alents of the following example from' Myetid (1961:6541: 

Ne primati nifta novo, nego se drfati sve 
starine: to je zlo; ali primati svafta prije 
vremena iEez izbora: to je jol gore. 
(a) To accept nothing new but cling to every-
hin old is bad enough; but to accept every-
t ng too soon and without discrimination 
is even worse. 
(b) To accept nothing new but cling to every-
thing old is bad enough; but to accept every-
thing too soon and without discrimination, 
that is even worse. 

2.6. 	Statement2. To the English infinitive in the subT-
Ject position can correspond an So. clause introduced by 

9 
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 the complementizer dar(=that). Thus: 

37121 (14E) To be passive, to be girlishly shy was p'al-
pably absurd. 	 . 

(C), Da ostane pasivna, A da bude devojafti Tat-
. 	.1jiva oaito je bi,lo besmisleno...  

314'78 (1 E) To free the factor, of p;oduct,is.n-04 major 
objective of the rising bourgeoisie.... 

(15SC) Najvatniji cilj burtuazije,u usponu bio je 
da oslobodi faktore proizvodnje... 

he-use of the infinitive is also possible in (1.5sc) 
	'i ljvatniji cilfb rfolzlje u	usponu bio je osloboditL 

f ktore proizvodnj ), thbugh not. in (145d), at least not 
12ip 	own speech. 	  % 

e question arises why the infinitive in English 
haste Wo equivalents in SC, i:e. the infinitive and the 
da-cl use? The answer seems to be that a da-clause is, s  

likely to occur when there is a specified subject in the 
embedded sentence which is in English reduced to the 

infinitive. In English the infinitive may occur with the 

subject even in surface structure, thus 

(16E) For him to live alone4ihdifficult.
(16SC) TeAko mu je da tivi sam. 

But:, 

(17E) To live alone is difficult. 
(17SC) 2iveti bez ikoga je te§ko. 

Thefollowing,illustrates the same phenomenon: 

29776. (18E) As one of thep expressed it, "It has done me 
a world of good to listen to the naive cues-
tions and comments of these not-yet-married 
people." 	' 

(18SC) Jedan je to ovako izrazio: "Za mene je Allo 
vrlo dobro da slu§am naivnapitanja i komen-
tare job neotenjenih 

10
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In SC, it shduld be noted, one way to eliminate a 

specified. subject in the embedded clause which is identical 

to some noun phrase in the matrix clause-is to introduce_ 
an agentless se, especially in case the verb in the embed-

ded clause is transitive. Thus (15SC) cm!' also be rendered 

as 

(15aSC) Najvalniji cilj burfoazije bio je da se 
oslobode faktori proizvodnje.

As the agentless se construction corresponds to 

the passive with the by-phrase deleted (the so-called 
short passive) we should expect the corresponding English 

embedded sentence to be in the passive, but this is not 

very usual and is often quite impossible. Compi-re the 
marginal grammaticality of 

(15aE) ? The major- objective of the rising bourgeoisie 
was that the factors of production should be,
freed, 

In SC the se construction may be-used even if 	subject 
14 is unspecified, e.g. 

Teiko je da se fivi sam 

along with 

t Te ko je fiveti sam. 

Pedaqical implications. SC'learners of English shoul4 be .  
made aware of the fact that a da-clause is a possible 

equivalent of the English infinitival subject, especially.N ,  
v 

when they-translate from English into SC, though a trans-
lator with a "good feeling" for language would not fall 
into the trap of substituting the SC infinitive for the 

0 
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E infinitive where,a.dd-clause is appropriate. The English 

sentence pattern of the type represented in. (16E) must be 
drilled' with full attention, as its total absence in SC ,

A 
makes it difficdlt for a SC speaker to generate anything, 

nearly like it without being previously taught to do so', 

2.7. 	Statement 3. Sometimes the infinitive in,English 
Is rendered ads a conditional clause in SC. Notice the ' 
following example: 

32807 (19E) For the only time in the opera, words are 
not set according to their natural inflection; 
to •o so would have spoiled the dramatic 
poini-EF-the scene. 

i19SC) Jer taj jedini put u operi rijedi nifu kom-
-ponovane prema njihovoj prirodnoj modulaciji; 
da je takosudinjeno pokvarila ihi se dramatska 
poenta scene. 

The infinitive is, in fast, an abbreviated if-clause (if 
,

it had been done so) expressing what is usually referred ' 

to as 'unreal condition in past time'. 
Pedagogical implications. Teaching materials should cer= 

tainly contain the information about the possibility of 

having the infinitive in E instead of a conditional clause_ 

in SC;-A native speaker of SC would tend to use a condi— 

tional clause in- English rather than the infinitive. Thus 
a translator of (19SC) would be inclined to render da ie 

tako udinjeno as if it had been done so. 

2.8. 	Statement 4. Sometimes there is a correepondenCe 

between the English infinitive do the subject position and 
a clause of purpose in SC functionin4 as an adverbial modi-

fier, as is the case in the'follofing example: 

12 
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883 (20E). To accomplish this-would necessitate some  
changes in methods, he said. 

(20SC) Da bi se to_postiglo, potrebne .su neke prom-
. . 	jenu metodama,'rekao je. 

PedagoWseal implications. It should Se pointed out teiSC 
• 

learners of English tbiZa classe of purpose funCtioning  

as an adverbial modifier in SC may correspond,to.thf in-
finitiveintthe subject .position in E. This rule is not  
very 'clear and it-seems to depend on the Presence of spe-  

• cific verbs such as!neceseitaie (e.g. in (20E)) ovriapire, 

as, in the following example:
• 

24318 (21E) And to do this requires first of all the. kind 
gf information about people which is provided
by the scientists in industrial anthropology
and consumer research... 	ifer-

(21SC) A da 	se ova udinilo treba prvo poijedovati
eve vrste podataka o rjudima koje pribavljaju
naudnici koji se bave drultvenom antropologi-
jom i. istrafivanjem potrodida... 

2.9. 	Statement 5'. It is often the case that to the 
English infinitive in the subject poltiOn.corresponds a 
SC. derived (deverbal) noun in the sport position. Notice 
the following examples: 

3.0105 (22E) To accept the validity of the judgements of
others is the second step.

(22SC) Prihvatanje vrednosti suda drugih predstavlja
slededi korak. 

 30106 (23E) To want to change is bhe third step
(23SC) 2ella za menjanjem je tredi korak. 

It is quite diffidult to see under what/conditions 
the English infinitive in subject position has a SC'deverbal 
noun.as its structural equivalent. At present I'have no use-
fdl generalization to offen1S‘or the factors inVved here 

13 
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may not be only , grammatical but also semantic, or at- least. 

lexical. 
Pedagogical implications. At the present stage of research 
there is nothing very useful to suggest to the teachek of 

.English as regards the above correlation-between the in- 
finitive in English and the deverbal noun in SC except to 
turn his attention to-the fact that it exists and that it 

.may be systemAlc. The teacher'as well as.the learner will 
be guided by their owu intuitions as to where to use-a Ed 
deverbal noun in correspondence to an English infinitive 

'and vice versa. 

3. 	Summary,! The investigation has shown that ttte fol-
lowing situations arise when the infinitival subject in 
English is contrasted with TI SC equiiealenth: 

1.English Infinitive' - SC Infinitive 
2.English Infinitive - SC da-clause 
3.English Infinitive - SC conditional clause 
4. English Infinitive - SC clause of pu ose 
S. English Infinitive - SC deverbal noun' 

Finally, it should be. added that the problem of 
the passive infinitives hah been excluded froM this in es-
tigation as it is tied up with the more general problem\of 
the difference is the. use of the voice category in the tWo 
languages. Just to make this point clearer here Ls. one 
example which shows that the passive is less favoured Nin 
SC than in English: 

* 24E) To 	be treated as n intellectual equal was
the greatest praise that could be given to
you. (The Listener, 14. iebruary 1974, P.211)

14 
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(24SC) Da postupaju sa vama kao .sa intelektualno 
sebi ravnim znaailo je najvedu,pohvalu koja 
;vim je mogla biti upu6ena. 

The second part of the sentence does contain an infinitive 

in the passive (biti ilmaena), but, as I have hinted above, 

the use of the passive presents a special, problem. 
As the material investigated Aid not rovide any 

examples with the perfect infinitive in English which, 

could have been contrasted with their SC eqUivalents in 
any use50i way, it has also remained outside the scope of-th. 

present investigation. It is sufficient to point out for 

the present purpose that SC has no such thing as the per-
fect infinitive and that other means are employed to in-

dicate.the past, as is the case in the pc translation of 

the following example quoted by Jespersen:16  

'Tis bettet to have loved. and lost 

Thai never to have loved at All 

Bolje je da ste voleli i iiqubili 

Nego da nikada niste voleli 

where to have loved is rendered by a da-clause with the 

finite verb in the past in the second person plural (ho-
norific). The latter, is often used as an impersonal prd-

noun,. 
The following example is more complicated and 

'real world', knowledge is necessary: 

(25E) 'To have lived fully and successfully in a 
man's world and then live as a woman is a 
rare advantage. (The Listener, 25. April 1974,
p. 135) 

15
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Both the perfeet*inf4nitive and,thtiimple intinitive wig,
 

be rendered.ai 'simple infinitives in SC, as it is clear to 
anyone itho'has read the attic le the example awes f m'that 

the sentence refers in general terms to a person who has 

changed his sex. (25E) runs in.SC as follows:

(25SC) iiveti punim fivotom i imAti uspeha u svetu 
muAkarca a zatimfiveti kao Pena retko je
FFiriPitvo. 

But in case we have an English sentence such as 

(26E) To have lived in appalling• conditions all one's 
'fife and then achieve fame posthumously is the 
	' tars of many greIT7rmople 

the corresponding SC sentence will contain the perfective 

aspect of the verb fiveti,i.e. 	 

(26SC) Profiveti svol fivot u krajnje teAkim uslovima 
a zatim dofiveti slavu posle smrti sudbina je 
mnogih velikih ljudi 

though the imperfective aspect of the same verb'is not im-

possible in i this context provided a slight adaptation is 

made i.e. 

..(26aSC) 2iveti u krajnje teAkim uslovima celog fivota, 
a zatim dofiveti slavu posle smrti sudbina je 
mnogih velikih ljudi. 

Notice the obligatory use of the perfective aspect of the 

verb in (27SC): 

(27E) To have written so much and to have said noth-
ing about Balthazar is indeed an omission... 
(Lawrence Durrell, Justine, Faber and Faber 
1963, p: 81) 

(27SC) Napisati ovoliko a ne redi niAta o Baltazaru 
zaista je propust... 

16 
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"A. „cu. One elucidation sera to be required, however. 

Profive 	isati etc. are perfect infinitives in SC 

only in the iiirt\pat they contain the prefix which: 
marks them for aspeeW4,,e, pm-, na-, etc. As this. prefix 

occurs in other forms of the 4400eig. profiviml prof iveo, 

sam), Prolivedu) I would not feelleitIlied in considering 
he infinitive forms"proliveti, napisati'Sni. thit like as 
perfect infinitives ....at least not in the same senseomktho 
English perfect infinitive which enters various construd--4* ,  

tions: e.g.: 

He ought to,have believed her 
He is said to have 'Written fifteen novels. 

Further research Will undolibtedly reveal more 
interesting things abolit the Ac structural equivalents of 
the English perfect infinitive occuring as subject of the

17,sentence.  

NOTES 

1.Cf. also: Ljiljana'llibovid, "The English Gerund as a
Subject and its Serbo-croatian Structural Equivalents". 
In R,Filipovie, ed., The Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian - English 
Contrastive. Project, Reports 7, Zagreb 1973, pp. 3-21. 

2.Cf. Christophersen and Sandved, 1969:110.or Jespersen, 
1954:163. See also Zandvoort, 1960:13 and Kaulanskaja,
1959:190. 

• 
3.Stevanovid, 1969:29. 

4.The examples•have been translated by the anonymoui trans-
lators working for the Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian - English
Contrastive Project. 
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5.All the examples marked with a corpus sentence number 
have been ken from the Zagreb version of the Brown 
corpus. On the detailed description of the corous see 
Rudolf Filipovid, "The Yugodlav Serbo-Croatian - English 
Contrastive Project So Far", Zagreb Conference on English 
Contrastive Projectsj 7-9 Dec. 1970, Zagreb 1971, 37-43 
and Rudolf.Filipovid, "The Choice of the Corpus for the 

- Contrastive Analysis of Serbo-Croatian and English", in 
R. Filipovid, ed., YSCECP, Studies 1, Zagreb 1969. 37-46. 

6.I find it more useful to underline the whole noun phrase 
rather than the head noun alone. 

7.Both in English and SC the use of the infinitive'as sub-  
ject is common in proverbs, thus in English (with an-
ticipative it4: It is better to travel hopefully than 
to arrive, It is better to wear out than to rust out, 
It is easy to be wise after the event or in SC,..Bolje 
je pokliznuti nogom nego jezikom, Bolje .je ume_ti nego  
imati. 

8.Notice hat according to what was said in 2.2. the sub= 
,ject fo laws the •predicate. 

9. By the 	ree of CD carried, by a linguistic element is 
lsant-th extent to which the element contributes to 
the devel went of communication, to which, as it were, 
it 'pushes he communication forward' (Firbas, 1971:92). 

10. According to the Arnct.Anglicists the topic. is defined 
as constituted by an element (elements) carrying the
lowest degree- of .CD within e'sentence (Firbas, 1971:92). 

Ils,See also Ljiljana Bibovid; "On the Ward larder tf Subject 
and Predicate in English arid Serbo-Croatian-lrom the 
711%Point of View of Functional „Sentence Perspective"; in 

R. Filipovid, ed. YSCECP,Aerorts 5, Zagreb 1971, 1-10. 
. 	,

12.In cases like those illustrated by (14SC) the western 
variant favours the infinitive.  

13.In cases like those illustrated by '(16SC) the western 
variant favours the infinitive. The eastern variant 
favours the da-dlause in cases like (16SC). 
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14.Cf. Perlmutter, 1969:178: 

15.SC infinitive often corresponds to the English getund. 
Cf. Bibovid, "The English Gerund as a Subject and Its 
Serbo-Croatian Structure Equivalents", in R. Filipovid, 
ed., YSCECP, Reports 7, Zagreb 1973, 3-21. 

16.Otto Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar, Allen and 
 Unwin, London 1924:285. 

17. I am gfateful to Weyles Browne, the Zagreb members of 
YSCECP and Draginja Pervaz for reading the first ver-
sion of.this paper and offering their suggestions and 
 advice. All inconsistencies and errors are, of course, 
w mY owl)-
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Vladimi Ivir Vlasta Tanay (University of zagripb) 

IVE ANALYSIS OP COLLOCATI?NS: COLLOCATICHAL 

RANGES OF NAZE AND TAXI NITS NOUNS AND THEIR 

SERBO-CROATIAN CORRESPONDENTS 

0. 	 It can be shown that collocational analysis 
fo 	a necessary part of contrastive analysis at,the 
le icar level. Evidele in support of this claim comes 

- fr.. pairs of lexical items in two different languages 
w ich agree fully in terms of sedantic features or ,compo-
n nts while at the saws time differing considerably in 
rms of collocatioahranges. This can be illustrated by 
aking phonologically/graphologically similar lexical 
tams in English and Serbo-Croatian which aled agree sem-. 
ntically, so that no dictionary definit.ion can indicate 
a difference between them. Thus, chemical and kemijski, 
agree semantically but disagree in collocations like 
kemijako oilidehje vs. *chemical cleaning (for edry clean-
ing' ) and kemijaka olovka.vs. *chemical pencil (for 
?ballpoint pen' )1 stylistics and stilski also agree, but 
not in the collocation stilsko pokudstvo vs. *stylistic 
fUrniturs (for 'period furniture). Similarly, phonologi-
cally/graphologically dissimilar pairs may agree semanti-
cally yet disagree collocationally: in the semantic range 
in which kitchen and.kuhinja are equivalent, they still 
differ so that kuhinjaka sal is not *kitchen salt but 
table salts in so far as give and make are equivalent, 
dati 'prijedlog is not matched by *give a suggestion but 
rather by make a suggestion. 

In the absence of'semantic discriminations and 
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exhaustive collocational lists, it is quite obvious that 
the learner or'translator will tend to make mistakes in.  
all those cases in which the collocational potentials of 

, his L lexical items differ from the,collocational 1 
potentials of semantically correspondent L2 lexical 
items. 

1. 	Collocation can be defined as the plading of 
Iexicalibiteme into syntagmatic relations in such a way 

'that one lexical item in. some way determines the meaning 

of another item with which -it collocates. Representatives 

of the London school follow Firthin 'regarding collocation 

as-a determinant of meaning: "Meaning by collocation is an 

abstraction at the syntagmatic level and is not directly 

concerned with the conceptual or idea approach to the . 
telikAng of words. One of the meanings of night is its collo-
cability with dark, and of dark, of course, collocation. 
with night.' (Fith 1957: 196). "Collocations of a given 

wprd are statements of the habitual or customary places ef 

that word in collocational order but not in any other con-
textual order and emphatically not in any grammatical 

order. The collocation of a word or a 'piece' is not to be 

regarded as mere juxtapdsition, it is an order of mutual.. 

expectancy." (Firth 1968: 181). McIntosh (1961), Halliday 

(1966) and Sinclair (1966) stress the lexical, as against 

grammatical, nature of collocational relationships . 

(showing that tranges'are the lexical counterparts of4' 

structural 'patterns' in graminar), while Mitchell (1971) 
takes a broaderAview and notes that collocation is to be 

seen in both lexical and grammatical terms. Everything 

that goesiwith the given root, he says, is its colloca-

tion, but\some collocations are so numerous that they can 

be generalized in grammatical terms (e.g. a class of 

'occupational' nouns and -femploymeht-terminating, verbs); 

still others are expressed at the lexical level of collo-

cable items. The analyst decides as to where he wishes to 
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iocate his abstractions. 
The term tcollocanon has also been used by M. 

Joos and defined as a "word combination which throws lig t 
on the meanings of the words involved" (Joos 1958: 62). 
shows hole a tcollocation test' can be applied in micro-

semantic research to establish the semological structure 
of an item. The key concept here is that of ekimination 
of meanings, which is achieved by the collocate "being.at 
home with part but nod all the meanings" of the item with 
which it collocates (Joos 1958: 64), and collocation is 
simply "cooccUrrence of morphemes which eliminate meanings 
(other than surviving)" (Joos 1958: 55). Be illustrates 
this with theoun code, whose different meanings are 
discriminated by means of collocations: safety code, Penal 
code, code of honor, moral code, teenager node, etc. 

It is seen that Joos's interpretation of colloca-
tion is at once more specific and more narrow than the 
Firthian interpretation. It is more specific because it • 
states explicitly that collocation is pnly that cooccur-
rence of morphekes which results in the-elimination of 

anings;_it is more narrow because not every cooccur-
rence is a collocation. While Firth claimed that one of 
the meanings of night was its collocability with dark, 
Joos would see no change in the meaning of night in dark 
night, starry night, long night, warm night, summer night, 
sleepless night, Arabian night8, eio.rhe would, however, 
note the difference in opening night and night of the 

,.Middle-Ages. Similarly, the meanings of dark would be 
discriminated in collocations like dark night, dark eyes, 
Dark t Agte, dark thoughts, 4ark saying, but not in dark 
night, dark tunnel, darileity (e.g. during a power fail-
urol4: 

These examples, though not Joos's own, agree with 
his understanding of collocation. They also agree with the 
intuitions of native speakers - notably dictionary 'makers, 
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who define night as (1),time from dusk to dawdf marked 

by absence of light, (2) an evening, (3) condition of 

period (of' dreary inactivity or affliction) felt to re-

semble-'-the darkness.of night. The problem is, however, 

how such intuitive hunches can be made objective and for-

malizable. Or, supposing we manage to establish the collo-

cational range of: a given item, the question remains how 
we can introduce-Wome order into the conglomerate of collo-

cates, so that what we get is more than just an alphabeti-

cal list. 

2. 	In trying to ans'er this question, there are two 

assumptions that we must make. The first is that not all 

the meanings of a given lexical item are equally central 

to that item. The second assumption is that meaning is not 

exhaustively accounted for by a formal analysis of formal 

items, but rather that it must be viewed in the context 

of situation in which language is used. 
The centrality of 'certain meanings, or the ex-

istence of some kind of semantic prototype in a given 

lexical item, is intuitively' recognized: taking night in 

isolation, in the absence of any collocational support, we 

interpret it as 'time from dusk to daWn',.not as 'evening' 
or 'period of dreary inactivity!, and it would be unusual, 
to say the least, for a dictionary maker to order his 

definitions of-night in such a way that anything but etiie 

'from dusk to dawn' should come to occupy the first posi-

tion in 'a synchronic description of English lexis. It is 
this central core of the meaning of night which provides 

a standard against which elimination by collocation can be 

measured. Nothing happens to that meaning with the adjec-

tives in 'the first group (dark, starry, long, warm, 
summer,. sleepless, Arabian), but when it comes to the ad-

jective opening (in opening night), the semantic make-up 

of night changes and'the differential meaning ('early 

part of the night and not the whole night) combines with 
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,the meaning *performance of a work of art' to give a new 
meaning. Similarly, the modifying groups of the Middle 

Ages does not eliminate all the meanings of night except 

one, but rather Makes possible the metaphoric variation of 
the central meaning of that noun. This seems to be a more 
satisfactory account than the one-which would start from 
the totality of the meanings -of night, elimiriating gpme, 

' by collocation, so-that the surviving meanings-could per-
form their role in communication.Thilapioposal simplifies 
'the semantic desCription of\lexical items and is particu-

.larly well suited for,purposrs of contrastive analygts. 
(No Claim is being made about its validlty as e true rep-
resentation of the linguisM.cbehaviour o! native sneakers 
or learners of English, thoug , it seems pry likely that 
this variation-on-a-theme approach is closer to what ac- , 
tually happens tApn the lex iactive approach' , which pre"-
suppogr the existence of a et of meanings given in ' -"-b 
advance.) 

The second assumptio~i made here, namely, that , 
the meaning of a lexical item s"not uniquely determined 
by its formal analysis but als by the context of situ-
ation in which it is used, goes hand in hand with'the 
first assumption and enables us to determine, which cooc-
currences of lexical items are collocations and which are 
not. If all combinations of lexical items are colloca-
tions, then collocation is a statistical concept and its 

1 only definition will be in terms of, frequency., But if we 
accept the semantic-prototype view of lexis and its rela-
tionship with the context of situation, we can distinguish 
collocations from free combinations on the one hand and 
from idioms on the other. Thus, when dark combines with 
night, it remains unaffected in its basic meaning (and so 
does night); in dark horse, it is changed so that dark-
ness'consists not in the absence of light but in the pies; 
ence of a oolour which approaches thit colour character-
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istic,okthe absence of light '1when park horse is used in 
a context of situation involving A Norse of a dark colour) 

or in the lack of prominence as a likely winner (when' 

dark horse is used in a context of situation involving a 

horse of any colour which possesses unexpected or unknown 
capabilities). In both of these situations, horse remains 

unchanged in meaning, but when dark horse is used,with 

reference to a person whose capaeilities may. be greater 
.than they apgear to'p'e, Uri whole combination becomes an 

idiom based on a metaphor (like kick the bucket), 

3. 	We now have three groups of combinations in which 

dark is used: first, one in which it retains its basic 

meaning; second, one in which its basic meaning serves to  

deriVe its meaning in collocation; and third, one in which 

its basic meaning does not participate directly but 

througiva metaphor. Only the second.group would represent 

colloca ions which "throw light" on the meaning of dark.1 
This group is made up of several subgroups of colloca-

tions; each producing a different meaning of dark: (a)dark 

colour/complexign/skin/eyes/hair/horee/skyfilloud; (b) dark 

mood/countenance/thoughts/prospects; (c) dark powers/deeds; 
, 4d) Dark Ages; (e) dark horse; (f) keep one's plans dark; 

(g) darlevowel. In all of these collOtations the meanings 

of the head nouns remain unaffected. The first group of 

the three mentioned at,the beginning of this- section con-

sists of pairs of'semantically compatible lexical items, 

combined in such a way tha't neither element undergoes a 
change of itsi basic meaning under the influence of the 

other elements dark night/room/cetar/ tunnel/cave, etc, 

Any. object whose nature is such that it can be dark can 

also appear in a combinati  with this adjective. 
Qn 

	The view of collocation developed here is insuf-

ficient to take care of all those instances of lexical co-' 

occurrence which one would like to regard as collocations 
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land which are normally retarded as such). In particular, 
it would not cover such cases (given by Mitche11,1971) as 
the use of verbs like achieve, accomplish, effect, execute, 

implement, realise With nouns like plan, project, proposal, 

ambitipn, object e objective.)First, some of these, verbs do 
nots Treciably modify tIleir, meanings: while l itmay be

siammti 
shown that execUte is ndit the same in execute a plan and . 
execute a %sonata, execute a'murderer, executs a legal docu . 

. 
ment, it is much more difficult to show that implement can

(
change its meaning since' all nouns that it accepts belong. 
to the group represented'her; (e.g. implement a propos'al/ 

scheme/programme/plans). Second, and more importantly, 
the nouns given here select the verbs.from this group with 
synonTmical discriminatiqns which are.very fine and idiffi-
cult'to account fort.plans are accomplished, executed, im-„, 
plemented, and realized: ambitioni are achieved end4 real-. 
ized; proposals are . effected,,implemented, 'and realized, 
etc. An explanation* for this phendmenon must be sought.. • 
q!!tside the concept of collocation as cieveloped here. It 
can be found in the notion.of collocation at a deeper'. 	 * 
semantic (i.e., pre-lexical) level. At that level, the 
nouns in.Nhis group all combine with a semantic prototype 
meaning roughly icitrry into effect', and the different 
lexical realizations of thatprototype', in collocation with 
the nouns in questlo, are all semantically changed, just 
as dark was changed bove in different collocationalt 
setups. The only difference between these collocations and

1
those involving dark is that in-this case we are dealing 
with different lexical items rather than a single item en-

.
tering into different collocations. 

5. 	Collocations of both' kind'st fare contrastively sig-
nificant since, first, diffeFent languages choose to‘focus 
upon different aspects of reality.(collocations thus being 
language-specific) and since, second, different languages .. 
organiie their lexical material 314ferently in c relation.to ,  
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the same semantic content. Both situations can be illUs-

ttated with examples from English and Serbo-Croatian. An 

extreme example of the former type is department store and 

robna kuda (*good:Vol:set), in which both. elements are 
focused differently; more usually only one element is differ-
ently focused, a; in feature film and umjetniaki film (*artistic 

Moll), dress rehearsal and generalni pokas (*general re-

natural gas and eimni plin (*earth gass), ten-

tative' title and radni naalov (Narking title*), big/small 

game and visoka/niska divljaa (*high/low game'). In such 

cases, L1 interference.(assumiAg that Serbo-Croatian is the 

learners L1) would lead to gloss forms given in brackets 
instead of the collocations required by L2. An example of 
the second type is provided by the collocations'of the

adjective dark and their.Serbo-Croatian correspondents: 

dark mood - mraano (*tamno) raspoloienjs as against dark 

hair - tamna (*mraana) kola. (Such an organization of the 

lexical material in Serbo-Croatian should be seen against 

the background o4d;rk night - tamna/mraana nod.) The

meanings of the English verbs discover, uncover, unveil, 
reveal, disclose can all be regarded as collocationally 
relizeit derivations from a basic meaning, which is Ito 

make'visible orsknown something that has been hiden br un-

known'. Serbo-Croatian, in fact!has one lexical item, 

otkriti,.to correspond to these English verbs: dfscover a 

'continent - otkriti' kontineet, uncover the plot - otkriti 
savjerui unveil a monument - otkriti spomenik, reveal a 

seoz'et - otkriti tajnu, disclode one's identity - otkriti 

svol identitet. The lack of lexical differentiation does 

not mean a consequent.lack of semantic differentiation: 
collocations serve to modify the basic meaning of the verb, 
just as they did in.the case of the English adjective dark 

•.7 
above. Interference takes place when the learner's LI  

fails to make lexical differentiations which L makes. It• 2 
consists in the learner/either failing to observe the 
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diffelence and using one correspondent (say, discover) 

indiscirminately in all collocational setupi or *havingoon-
siderable'difficulties with these differentiations 

,A different kind of interference takes place with 

collocations involving verbs like make and take. Such verbs 

collocate With a very wide range of nouns as their gram-
matical objects,and have their meanings modified in various 

=-
ways (as the analysis which follows will try to show), but 
their Serbo-Croatian correspondents are much less free in 
accepting collocates and are replaced in such collocations 
by more specific verbs: take a sip - srknuti gutljaj (*sip/ 

drink a sips), take the form - poprimiti oblik (*assume the 
forms)o take a taxi - odveetii se taksijem- (*drive in a 

taxis)), take an elevator - popeti se Ziftom (tclilb in an 

elevators), take a course - pohadjati te3aj (*attend a 
courses). =take a course , sluiati kolegij (*listen to a 
course'), take a pause 1! napraviti pauiu (*make a pauses), 
take the opportunity - iskorietiti priliku-(*use/eXploit 

the opportunity.); make a movie - snimiti film.(*shoot a 
movies), make a sign - dati snak legAite et:lagilvii make a 
oontrfbution - dati doprinos (fglve a oontribution!), 
make peace- sklopitihsakljOiti mir (*conclude peaces), 
make war - voditi rat (*lead/wage warik make money -
saraditi novae (*earn moneys), make a jidision - donijeti r
odluku (*bring a decisions), make,sense - imati smisla 
(*have senses), etc. A Serbo-Croatian learner of English 
would Mend to produce the glosses given in brackets here 
rather than the collocations with take and make. It should 
be noted that his literal translations of the Serbo-
Croatian expressiOns would not necessarily result in un-
grammatical ezpressioni in English, but they would prevent`  
him from reaching the degree of naturalness and idiomati-
city'that characterizes the native's use.of that language. 
It is worth noting, for instance, that the incidence of 
such all-purpose words in the speech of foreigners is 
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much smaller than in the _speech of native speakers. 

6. 	The analysis which follows, based on Tanay,41974), 

attempts to show the collocational ranges of make and 
take with nouns and their Serbo-Croatian correspondents. 

6.1. 	in collocation with nouns as objects, the verb 

maki has the following meanings: 

6.1.1. Produce 

A. Physical obOacts 

(a) manufactured by hand and/or machine 
make bricks - praviti opeke 

make lampshades -prav‘ti saslone 
make a slingshot - praviti pradku 

make curtains - isradjivati sastore 

make clothes - isradjivati odjedu 

make chaines - isradjivati lan5ide 
make furniture -(sradjivati namjettaj 

make shoes - isradjivati cipele 
Make an instal-,  - isveeti instalaciju 

lation 

make gadgets - proisvoditi naprave 
make vehicles - proisvoditi vosila 
make generators - proisvoditi generators 

(b) constructed 
make streets - graditi t caste
make bridges - graditi mostove 
make walls - graditi bedeme 

(c) prepared from. ingredients (food) 

make meals 	- priredjivati obroke 

make breakfast 	- pripremiti doruOak 
make dinners 	- pripravljati ve3eru 

make chicken 	- pripremiti pile 

make veal kid-	z_Eripremiti telede 

net's 	 - "mlubrege 

10,110 steaks 	- ispedi odreske 
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make a dessert 	- praviti kola 

make tea/coffee 	skuhati daj/kavu 

maks Vodka Blushes - napraviti kokteZ Vodka 
Blush 

make a drink 	- naoiniti napitak 

(d) artificial reproduction 

maks a movie 	- snimiti film 

make a documen-	- snimiti dokumentarni 

tart' 	film 

make TV commer-	-**snimiti TV rekZame 

cials 
	a recording - naeiniti snimku,  

make a record 	- snimiti ploou 

B. Non-objects 

(a) movements 
make a- sign - dati :flak-
make a signaZ - ddti signal 
make a gistyre napraviti gestu 
make a grinding - praviti krulne pokrete 

motion 

make a fist - stisnifti Idku  
make a cross prekriiiti se 
make a demOn-- - napraviti gestu pro-

stration testa 
make a circuit.  - kruliti 
make a turn saokrenuti 
	make a detour sdobilasiti 

make a tour obilasitf 
make one's obilasiti 

rounds 
make a atop - navratiti na jedno 

mjesto 
make a push - probiti se 
make an assault nasrnuti 
make a transition - prelasiti 
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make a move - pomaknuti as 
make a circle - napraviti krug 
make a leap ▪ skoeeti 
make a slash - preresati 
make a.march - isvrliti marl 
make an entrance - ulasiti 

make stopovers - saustavljati as 
make a shot - padati udarac 
make room - napraviti mjesta 
make haste - luriti se 
make .a journey/ - putovati 

trip 
make do escape - pobjedi 
make speed - poluriti as 
make an appear- - pojaviti se 

ance 

make a face/gri- grimasu 
mace 

make faces - kreveljiti se 
(b) Sound 

make a remark - dati primjedbu 
make excuses - ispriaavati as 
make an - date obavijest 
announcement 

make an objection - primijetiti/isredi 
primjedbu 

make an observa— - dati primjedbu 
tion 

make a statbment -dati isjavu 
make a speech - odriati #ovor 
make a point - isloliti avoje mi-

iljenje 
make a defence ▪ braniti as 
make a complaint - tuliti se/le ' as 
make a vow - pololiti savjev 
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make a wish - israsiti ielju/po-
ieljeti 

onake a prophecy • predekasivati 

make a grouse - prigovarati 

make a call • telefonirati/nosvati 
make conversation - rasgovarati 
make small talk - brbljati o kojeclemu 
make jokis - pri5ati vioevit 
make pleasantries - uveseljavati 
make a sound - proisvesti/etvoriti 

souk 
make a noise - stvarati buku 
make a laugh nasmVati se 
make clicks - sveonuti 
make a bang - satutnjati 
make a freak - saoviliti 
make a growl - sarelati 
.edke monkey chat- - puitoti•majmunske 

ter glasoie-
make a clatter tupqrs. 

(c)light/heat 
/make fire - sopaliti vatru 

make light - proisvesti svjetlo 
make a blase - potaknuti plamen 
make a shadow - baoateItienu 

(d) smell 

tnpleasantl 
mak 	) bad

terrible 
smell/odour 	vonjati 

(e) situation or,. state 
make an im-	- utiniti dojam/stvoriti 

.pression 	 utisak 
make a mark 	- ostaviti dojam' 
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make a sensation - isasvati osjedaj 
make a contrast •stajati u kontrastu/ 

biti euprotan 
make problems ' - stvarati pi.obleme 
make a confusion - stvarati sbrku 
make a mess - napraviti nered 
make a scene .. - napraviti ecenu 
make troubl4 - stvarati teikode/ 

usnemiravati 
make a scandal - isasvati skandal 
make difficulties •praviti teikode 

'make peace - sklopiti/sakljuoiti 
mir 

make war - voditi rat 
make love -'voditi ljubav/obljubiti 
maks a pant - sklopiti aporasum 
make an agree- sklopiti sporasum/ 

ment dogovoriti se 
make a deal - nagoditi se/pogoditi se 
make a seas - sakljuaivati poslove 
make' a bet - okladiti se 
make an appoint- - sakasati sastanak 

ment 
make a date - sakasati sastanak 
wake a condition - postaviti kao uvjet 
make a mistake - nadiniti pogrelku 
make an error ▪pogrijeliti 
make a blunder - pogrijeliti 
make friends - sklapati prijateljetva 
maks/enemiee - stvarati aebi nepri-

jateljt 
make sacrifices - irtvovati as 
make adaptations - prilagoditi as 
make use okoristiti se 
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make an attempt - pokulati/u5initi 

pokulaj 

make an effort - potruditi at 

make demands - postavtjati sahtjeve 

make allowances - gledati kros prate 

make.: concession -popuetiti 

make amends - ispraviti 

make a move - nadiniti potes 

make a reputation - postateugledan 

make sense - imati smisla 

make a difference - biti rasli5it 

make no meaning - ne snalasiti se (u 

(out of some- , naemu) 

thing) 

(f) intellectual creation 
make hijtory stvarati historiju 

makia new world - stvarati nevi svijet 

make words - stvarati rijeoi 

make a discovery - dodt do.otkrida 

make phrases •ismilljatilrase 

make a life - praviti livot 

make plans - planirati 

make a decision - donijeti odluku/ 
odluaiti 

make a resolve/ - donijeti odluku 
resolution 

make a choice - odabrati 
make distinotions -raelikongti 

make generalis- - upuitati se u uopda-.  
ations vanja 

make identifica- -
tions 

make a seleotiopi - isvriiti isbor/ 

odabrati 
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make a ttudy - istralivati 
(g)material value 

make money - saraditi nov•ca 
make a million - priskrbiti mt ijuh 

dcZara 

make profits - proft e 
make a fortune •lobogatiti se 
make a living - saradjivati 

make deposits - ulagati novac 

make withdrawals - pcdisati novae 
make a. killing - ostvariti veliki 

(on the market) piofit 
(h)written record 

make a record - sassaviti isvjeitaj 
make a report - sastaviti isvjoita.! 

make a'collection •saitaviti sbirku 
make figures - sapisivati brojks 
make notes.  - biljeliti 

make entries - unositi biljeake 
(i)image or impressiOn 

maktra foot - - ispasti budala 
(of oneself) 

make a bore - dosadjivati 
(of oneself) 

make a target - postati metom 

(of oneself) 

make a fool - napraviti budalu 
• (of someone) (od koga) 
make fun - rugati se 
make an object - posluiiti kao primjer 

lesson 

6.1.2. 	Transform 

make (someone) - stvoriti (od koga) 

a star svijesdu 
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make (someone) - imenovati lefom

head 
make (someone) - prod:asiti heroism 

a hero/ ' 

make a(n) ADJ 

oororat postati AN 'copier*. 

athriat - postati ADJ besvjerao 

lawyer biti ADJ pravnik 

back - biti ADJ bek 

,ohampion -postati AN prvak/ 
lempion 

novelist -biti ADJ romanopisao 

father - biti 	ADj °tart 

6.1.3. 	Miscellaneous 

A. Form 
(a) group of people or things 

make a union •osnovati saves 

make a lgague - osnovati Zigu 

make an associ- - osnovati udruienje 

ati on 

maks alliances - udrulivati se u saves. 

make a pair - biti/Oiniti par 

make a line - oblikovati nis 
	 make 'hits corps - stvoriti elitne* 

korpuse 

(b) amount.or quantity 

maks a pound - funtu 

B. Succeed 
make the summit stidi do vrha 

maks the best- - dospjeti na listu 

seller list bestselera 

make the team uspjet,i dodi u 
representaoiju 

make a woman - uspjen **avian 
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make the bus 	- uhvatiti autobus 

C.Score 
make a century 	- postidi sto bodova 

D.Travel 
make 80 miles 	- prevaliti-80 milja 

E.Reckon 
make the distance 	raunati da udaljenost 

' 	70. km. 	 isnosi 70 km. 

Comments: 
Re. 6.1.1.: eProduce' or !cause to come to existence' is 
the central meaning of make, against which its other mean-
ings are understood. In group A the collocationally in-
duced modification of the basic meaning is brought about 
by the type of object involved, which determines the way 
in which the'bringing into existence is achieved. The 
Serbo-Croatian equivalents include one, (1a)praviti, 
which is just as.general'as make and which therefore fits 
in all the subgroups of A,. But en the other equivalents 
actually found in the translatedcorpus are more specific 
and hardly interchangeable: for make shoes we find 
isradjivati oipeZe, but for make bridges - graditi (*isra-
djivati) mostove, and for make meals - priredjivati . 
(*isradjivati, *graditi) obroke; make steaks - ispedi 
(*isradfivati, *graditi, ?priredjivati)•odreskei make tea 
- skuhati (*isradjivati, *graditi, *ispedi, ?prirediti) 
34; make a movie - snimiti (*isradjivati, *graditi, 
*pririditi, *ispedi) film. Starting from these specific 
equivalents in his mother tongue, the Serbo-Croatian 
learner or translator will easily reach their English 
counterparts (manufacture, build, prepare, grill, cook) 
and produce acceptable combinations (except, perhaps, • 
*c9ok tea), but he will miss the natural English ex-
pressions with make. 

.In group B, the meaning of make is still 'cause 
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to come into existences, but what is brought into exist-
ence are not physical objects but.non-objects (or phenom-

ena). The modification of the meaning of make in colloca-

tions of this type is sometimes such that it only ensures
)

the verbal, as against the nominal, function of the noun 
in question and the whole collocational group can be 
substituted by a verb derivationally related to the• nouns 
make an answer - odgovoriti ('to answers), Maki a prayer 

- mol.iti as (Ito prays),,make a growl - sarelati. ('to 

growls), make a resolve - oditaiti ('to resolve?), make 

a choice - odabrati ('to chooses), make a wish - poieljeti 

('to wishs), make a change - promijeniti ('to change'), 
etc. The learner who follows his native Serbo.-Croatian 
pattern will not make mistakes in English but he will 
miss the natural collocations with make. In other cases, 
however, Serbo-Croatian has its own collocational groups 
ings which are different-from those in English and which, 
when translated literally, produce ungrammatical resUlts

140in English: for make a decision, Serbo-Croatian has 
donijeti odZuku ('bring a decision'); the counterpart of 
make a mistake is na3initi pogreiku ('do a mistake'), 
that of make sense - imati amisla (shave senses). 

Re. 6.1.2.: The modification of the meaning of make in 
collocations of the ttransforms-group is of two kinds: 
(a) When the transformation involves a person or thing 
other than the subtect, the meaning of maks is modified' 
in the direction of 'turn into' (to make a novelist of 
someone - u5initi koga romanopiscem, to make a hero of 
someone - prbglasitf kdga herojem, makesomeone head -, 
imenovati koga iefom). Serbo-Croatian is again more 44' 
specific than the English and the learner who projects 
his native usage into English will miss the collocations 
with make and use instead verbs like declare, prociaim, 
appoint, etc. (b) When the transformation involves the 
subject, make is modified to mean 'be' or tbecome' 
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(He'I1 maks a good soLdier. - On de biti dobar vojnik. 

9s '1L make a champion.. - On de postati iampion.). 

Re. 6.1.3.: In this group make is modified in a number of 

ways. One of the meanings, still close to prototype, is 

'form' - as when a number of individual people or things 

together form a certain shape or collective unity, or 

when a number of smaller units of quantity combine to 
give a higher unit. The nouns which cpllpcate withc,make 

i this group all belong to the class denoting shape, 
ass 	age= association, amount or quantity. The 

chara •eristic feature that distinguishes this group from 

6;1.1 s [Produce], since the subject and the object 
of ma have the same extralinguistic reference, only the 

litter specifies the form and tne former does not. 

Other meanings of make that are brought forth 

collocationally depart more clearly from the 'central 

meaning in"the direction of esucceed5 ,.etravel1 , cscore, 
treckonl, etc., and their Serbo-Croatian equivalents are 

all specific verbs like uspjeti,,stidi, dosedi, postidi, 
7aJunati, etc. 

6.2. 	In collocations with nouns as objects, the verb 

take has the follgifing meanings:" 

6.2.1. 	Get ho 

A. Physi 1 Objects 

(a) by hand 

tak a matoh - fiseti libicu 

take a sandwich -Useti sendvia 

take a tray -useti pasluiavnik 

take a sheet of - - useti List papira 
paper 

take the papers - premseti dokumente 

take the books - preuseti knjige 

take by thd hand -primiti ma ruku 
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take someone's - useti nediju ruku 

hand 
(b) physiologically 

take a pill - popiti pitulu 
'take a *wallow - otpiti gutljaj/ 

gutnuti 
take a few nips - popiti gutljaj-dva 

take a bip 1,guonutilerknuti 

take nips - to i. tame srknuti, 

take adrinic - popiti &au 
	take breakflast te. - useti doru8ak 

take a puff - uvudi dim. 

take abreath - udahnuti 
13.'llon-objects 
' (a) for consideration 

take problems • isnositi problems 
_take a case/ - useti na primjer 

example 
take inspiration - nadi potioad 

(b) for use 
\take adviee avtist 
take counsel - savjet 
take a proposi- - prihvatiti prijedlog 

tion 
take comfort • primiti 45iju utjehu/ 

utjeliti se ' 
take one's h nd - prihvatiti Iiju ruku 
take one's w rd - povjerovati 
take treatne • tijediti se 
take the sun - sundati se 

(c)for endurance 
take failure prihvatiti poras 
take the truth - prihvatiti istinu 
take punishment - primiti kasnu 
take a'lose primiti gubitak 
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take the pressure 	- isdrlati pritisak 
take abuse 	- eadnesiti slostavlja-

nje 
take a risk 	- preuseti risik/ris-

kirati 
take a chancre 	riskirati 

(d) in transformations 
take shape 	- poprimiti oblik 
take the form 	- poprimiti formu 
take the image 	- poprimiti Zik 

6.2.2. Take into possession 
A.Something offered as payment 

take a bill 	- useti nbvaaniou 
take money 	- useti novae 
take the ()heck 	- primiti Jek 

B.Something offered for payment
take a room 	- usdid sobu 
take an apartment - useti sift; 
take out an incur- - useti poliou osigu-

anoe policy 
take the pants 	- useti Has 
take a table 	- reservirati 

C.Something not offered but taken by force or 
stealth (as indicated in a particular con-

. text of situation) 
take the -jewels 	ukraeti dragulje 
take the'Oolleo-	- ukrasti kolekoiju 

tion 	 illika 
take one's sav-	- useti neoiju ultedu 

ings 
take one's gun 	- oteti nekome pulku 
take virginity 	- oduseti djevi3anstvo 

6.2.3 	Perform movement 
A. in a certain way or with a certain aim 
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take a walk 	- podi u ietniu/ 

proletati se 

take a stroll 	- progibati se 

Weera stretch 	protegnuti se 

take trips 	- putovati 

take a step 	- sakoraknuti/nainiti 

korak 

take a bow 	- klanjati as 

take.a leap 	 preekoaiti 
take a fall 	- pasti 

take a dive 	- zaroniti 

take a seat 	- Idesti 
take seats 	- sauseti mjesta 

take the corner 	- saokrenuti na uglu 
take the direction - idi u smjeru 

B. by a certain means 

take a cab/taxi 	- odvesti as takaijem 
take the subway 	- odvesti se podsemnom 

Ieljesnicom 

take the bus 	- advesti-se autobusom 

thke the elevator - popeti se Ziftom 
take a plane 	- odletjeti 
take the stairs 	- uspinjati se stubama 

6.2.4. Perform action 

take a bath - okupati se 
take a shower - istulirati as 
take a Zook - pogledati 
take a glance - baciti pogled 
take aim - naciljati 

6.2.5. Use' 
	

A. time 

tale a day 	- iskoristiti dan 
take a holiday 	useti dczpvt 
take a vacation 	- krenuti na odmor 
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take a rest 	- odmoriti se 
take a pause 	- napraviti stanku 

take a break 	- predahnuti 
B. energy 

take electricity 	- troliti struju 
tak; gas 	 - troliti pZin 
take energy 	- oduitimati energiju 

6.2.6. Require 
take time -trebati vremena 

F
take nerve -trebatt smionosti. 
take a m6msnt -trebati trenutak/ 

trajati eas 
take an - potrajati jedan sat 
take months -sahtijevati. mjesece 
take an eternity - biti potrebna cijela 

•vjeenost 
take electricity -sahtijevati struju 
take gas - sahtijevati pZin 

6.2.7. Record 

take an impression - useti otisak 
take an imprint 	- dobiti otisak 
take an I-ray 	- napraviti rtg. snimak 
take a smear 	- useti rasmas' 
take words 	- biljeiiti rijeei' 
take one's address - sapisati ne!iju 

adresu 
take one's number - :testi neeiji telefon-

ski bi•oj 
take (a) mental 	- sapisati u mislima 

not 
, take th test 	- napraviti probe 
take on s pulse 	- ismjeriti .puls 
take a p 1Z 	- provoditi anketu 
take pie sires 	- enimati, 
take photograph. 	fotografirati 
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6.2.8. Undergo instruction 
	take lessons - usimati privatne 

eatove 
	take swimming - uoiti plivati 

lessons 

take a seminar 	- pohadjati seminar 

take a course 	- slulati kolegij 

6.2.9. Adopt 

A.certain deliberate moves 
take action 	- poduseti akoiju 

take measures 	- poduseti mjere 

take steps. 	- poduseti korake 

take hold 	 - useti u svoje puke 

take control 	- preuzeti upravljanje 

take the lead 	- preuseti vods-tvo 

trtice care 	 - voditi brigu 

take account 	- povssti raOuna 
take trouble 	 ulag-ati truda 

take pains 	- potruditi se 

take part 	 surffelovatilimati 
udjela 

B.certain intellectual or emotional committments 
	take an attitude - sauseti stay 
	

take a stand - sauseti stajalilts 
	take aides - isjasniti se 
	take an interest - sanimati se 

C.certain emotional states 
	take offense - uvieijediti se 
	take pleasure - nalasiti sadopoijatvo 
	take delight - diviti se 
	take pride - ponositi se • 

take satisfaction - osjedati sadovoljetvo 
	take enjoyment - orpiti ulitak 

6.2.1o. Carry/lead 
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take something 	- nositi/odnijeti neito 
somewhere 	 nekamo 

take somebody 	- voditi/povesti nekoga 
sombwhere 	 nekamo 

Comments: 
Re. 6.2.1.: Getting hold of objects and (metaphorically) 
non-objects is the basic meaning of take. Taking is nor-
mally done by hand, except in the case of objects which 
are ingested or otherwise taken physiologically. In 
examples like He took a pill the meaning of the verb is 
ambiguous and two interpretations are possible: the took 
a pill in his hand/ and 'He swallowed a pill. With nouns 
which refer to quantities in which certain kinds of food 
and drink are ingested rather than to the substances 
themselves (e.g., sip, nips, swallow, etc.) only one 
interpretation is normally possible - that of ingestion: 
He took a eip ('He drank a sip'). 

The ndkmal, collocationally unmotivated, Serbo-
Croatian correspondent of take is useti. It also appears 
in collocations with nouns referring to physical objects 
taken by hand. The correspondents of take in 'ingestive' 
collocations are semalically specific verbs like popiti 
('drink'), gutnuti, guanuti, srknuti ('sip'), uvudi 
(linhale'), iderati, lokati ('gulp'), and these are the 
verbs which will guide the learner in his choice of 
equivalents in English - usually to produce something 
like the glosses given in brackets here. 

Getting hold of non-objects is a mental operation. 
Sex 	Croatian correspondents of take are isnositi (pre-
sent•), useti (Make'), nadi ('find') when something is 
taken for consideration; when it As taken for use, the 
correspondents are mainly primiti and prihvatiti Vac-
cept9); the same is true also when something is endured,

4 

but in this case another correspondent is possible, namely, 
isdriati ('stand', twithstaqd2); when wnmething is taken as 
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a form of transformation, the correspondent of take is 

poprimiti (eassume'). 

Re.6.2.2.: The meaning of'take in collocations in this 

group it tacquire into (permanent or temporary) pos-
session/. The actual physical grasping of the object is not 
emphasized but rather•cne fact that the subject has 
assumed possession of the object insluestion. The manner 
df getting into possession is indicated in Serbo-Croatian 
in subgroup (c), where the correspondents of take are 

ukrasti (esteal,), ueeti/oduseti (trobs, 'deprive', 
etake away.)). 

Re. 6.2.3.: Collocations in subgroup(a) involve nound of 
the 'movemene-class*, all drf T.hich are converted verbs: 
take a walk - to walk, take a stroll - to stroll, take a 
dive - to dive, etc. Serbo-Croatian normally uses verbs 
in this situation (proletati se, progibati se, saroniti) 
and Serbo-Croatian-learners of English have edme diffi-
culty in developing the habit of spontaneous use of 
collocations with take. In subgroups (b) and (c), similar-
ly, 	the learner's mother tongue suggests other solutions 
in English than collocations with take. These solutions 
do not produce ungrammatical results, but they do affect 
the idiomaticity of the learner's expression. 

Re. 6.2.4.: Collocations in this group ate similar to 

.those in group 6.2.3. (a), and the contrastive conse-
quences for Serbo-Croatian learners of English are the 
same. 

Re. 6.2.5.: The modification of take in collocations in 
this group is less marked than in the preceding group: it 
means appropriating time or energy for one's use. Serbo-
Croatian correspondents show no dinstinct pattern, but 
useti is possible in many cases (take a day off - useti 
elobodan dan, take a holiday - useti dopust, iake a pause 
- useti pausu, take energy -usimati energiju). 
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Re. 6.2.6.1 The verb take is modified to mean (require* in 
collocations with nouns refering to time, resources, pro-

perties, etc. needed to accomplish something. What 4s to be t  
accomplished is expressed in the subject of the sentence.
which is often transformed into an infinitive, with the 
provisional it formally filling the subject Position: It 

A 
takes a lot of nerve to do something like.this. 411---L To do 
something like this takes a lot of nerve. The correspond-

ing verb in Serbo-Croatian is trebati/biti potreban and 

the sentence pattern is the subject-less imnersonal con-
struction with a dependent clause(Potr;bno je/treba fray_ 

dobre livce da bi so 	neito takva) or the type of 
sentence whose subject is the indefinite aovjek (Covjek 

mora imati dobre iivce da bi uainio neito takva). Assuming 
that the learner models his English on the native pattern, 

he will produces sentencesof the type It is necessary to 

have a lot of nerve to do something•like this' in the first 

case and 'One must have a lot of nerve to do. something like 
this' in the second case. When take is used with a definite 

subject in such. collocations, its corresnondents vary and 

its replacements in the learner's speech vary accordingly: 

He took two hours to finish the job. - Trebala su mu dva 
sata da zavrii taj posao. (e*Two hours were needed to him 
.to finish the job! Even when the learner acquires the 

pattern eIt took him two hours to finish the job*, he will 

still find it difficult to make the next step and bring he 
into the subject position.) The cathedral took half a cen-

tury to build. - Gradnja katedrale trajaZa je pola.stolje-

da. (eThe building of the cathedral lasted half a centu-

ry!) The journey takes five hours. - Putovanje traje pet 
sati. (e The journey lasts five hours.') 

Re. 6.2.7.: The meaning of take in collocations in this 

group is trecord', and the result of recording is a visual, 
auditory or mental record of an object, event or state. 
Corresponding Serbo-Croatian collocations make use of var-
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ious specific verbs in addition to useti (`take'): dobiti 

('obtain'), ostaviti ('leave'), napraviti ('make'), bilje-

liti ('record'), sapisati ('write down'), ismjeriti (mea-

sure), provoditi ('conduct'), etc. 

Re. 6.2.8.: The nouns which collocate with take in the 

sense 'undergo instruction' (rather than simply 'attend') 

belong to the subclass of 'instructional) nouns referring 

to the organizational forms into which the process of in-

struction is subdivided. Verbs which correspond to take in 

such contexts 11 Serbo-Croatian include usimati ('taker), 

imati ('haves), pohadjati (tattend'), sluffati ((listen 1). 

Only the last of these correspondents can be expected to 

cause interference in the learner's use of English (slulati 

kolegij - (*listen to a course)), while all the others will 

produce grammatical - in varying degress less idiomatic -

English collocations. 

Re. 6.2.9.: In collocations in this group the meaning of 

take is modified in the -direction of 'adopt', three 

subdivisions defined by the subclasses of the nouns in-

volved. Serbo-Croatian correspondents of take are of three 

kinds: first, the verb useti and its derivatives (poduzeti, 

preuseti, sauseti); second, certain other verbs which the 
Tuns in these groups select as collocates; third, certain 

rbs which are derivationally related to the nouns in-

volved in collocation (take delight - diviti se, take pride 
- ponositi se, take an interest - sanimati se, take revenge 
- oavetiti ee, take offense - uvrijediti se). 

Re. 6.2.10.: The last type of collocational grouping is not 

defined in terms of the class of nouns that take accepts 

'but rather in terms ofthe structural pattern into which it 
fits. The pattern is 'take something/somebody somewhere' 
and the number of subclasses of inanimate and animate nouns 

that can go with take is quite large. With inanimate nouns 
the meaning of take is modified in the direction of eirdirret 
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and with animate nouns in the direction of ilead/. Serbo-
Croatian is quite consistent in using odnijeti/nositi for 
the former meaning and povesti/voditi for the latter. 
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Ljiljana Mihallovi6 (University of Niii) 

PASSIVE SENTENCES IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATIAN 

Part II 

Introductory remarks. In Part I Of this paper we dealt ifith pas-
sive sentences having noun-headed constructions as.surface 
realizations of underlying cases. We mentioned that pre cators %
differ as to the number and the kind of underlying cases ey 
combine with. But verbs differ also with respect to whether they 
allow embedded propositions as occupants of certain case moles. 

(1) They ineothred his name.---o- Pomenuli su njegovo ime. 
(2) His name wis mentioned. Njegovo ime je pomenuto. 
(2a) *It was mentioned Ms name. 
(3) They mentioned that he was • Pomenuli su da je 

-
(4) That he was absent was Da je odsutan-bilo je pdc.• 

mentioned. menuto.. 
(4a) It was mentioned that he was Pomenuto je da je on 

absent. odsutan. 

The examples quoted show that, depending on whether the Neut 
case is realized as a real NP or a proposition, E sentences with 
the sane predicator behave differently under the ,passive trans-
formation. 

The most general classification of verbs both in E and S-C (and 
this may be a universal classification) is into verbs of action 
(hit, break, cook, etc. ), verbs of mental processes (think, sup-
pose, forget, etc. ), and verbs of relation (be, sound, seem,. etc. ) 
(see: Halliday, 1970). We shall be concerned mainly with verbs 
of mental processes, as they are the ones that allow propositions 
as occupants of certain case roles. Verbs of mental processes 
can be roughly subclassified into verbs of cognition (assume, 
suppose, realize, etc. ), verbs of perception (see, hear, watch, etc. ), 
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verbs of communication (sue, suggest, forbid, etc. ), and verbs of 
psychological reaction (surprise, worry, irritate, etc. ). 1 Many 
verbs of this group are polysemic, their homonymous forms fal-
ling into more than we of the subclasses and the semantic dif-
ferences often being correlated to differences in syntactic behaviour. 
The predicators under discussion differ with respect to the surface 
foots of the propositional arguments with which the predicators 
carbine, and this depends on an interplay of inherent features, 
contextual features, rule features, certain deep structure con-
straints, etc., so that it would be practically impossible to take 
into account all the relevant factors influencing the behaviour of 
particular verbs• in a general study like ours. If one were to take 
into consideration all the relevant parameters, one would finish by 
writing a grathmar for every particular verb. Our description 
will of necessity have to deal with only those features which are 
of immediate concern for the passive-transformation, ignoring 
the details of so vast a subject as sentential complements. 

Embedded propositions as occupants of certain case roles can 
show up in surface structure as full-fledged sentences, but they 
can also, as a consequence of undergoing certain obligatory or 
optional transformational rules, turn up as truncated structures. 
Verbs taking sentential complements can be classified with respect 
to the kind of complementizer(s) (marks of subordination) they 
take. The main complementizers in E are that, to, for - to, Poss-
i211.(42.0 and"wh-. In S-C the main complementizers are da(that) 
(alternating sometimes with dto, kako and tie), infinitive, and wh-
complementizers: da li [(=if, whether), alternating with ata(what), 
ftd2(where), kada(when), kako(how), kakav(what kind of), etc.] 2  
Both in E and S-C the choice of complementizer(s) depends on the 
predicator in the higher sentence. Our main concern will be how 
the complementizer chosen by the higher verb influences the 
subjectivization rule in the passive sentence. With a number of 
verbs taking sentential complements as realizations of underlying 
case roles, the sentential complements can alternate with real 
nouns, often influencing the rule of subjectivization in a passive 
sentence. (This fact should be marked in the lexical frames of the 
verbs .) 

(5) They announced the arrival Objavili su dolazak pred-
of the President.... sednika. -a. 
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(6) The arrival of the President  Objavljen je dolazak zEt-
was announced. secinika. 

(7) They announced that the Pres- Objavili su da predsednik 
ident was arriving. 

(8) It was announced that the Pres- Objavljeno je da predsednik 
ident was arriving. dolazi. 

Verbs takingethat-clauses* as realizations of the underlying Neuter 
case. s Among the verbs that take that-clauses in E and da-clauses  
in S-C in the function of direct object in an active sentence, several 
groups emerge if the number of arguments they combine with is 
taken into account. Verbs such as assume, consider, suppose, 
think, etc., and their S-C equivalents are two-argument verbs . 
Ex, S 3 which combine with the underlying Agent (or Experiencer) 
and Neuter cases, the Neut being realized as a sentential comple-
ment. 	

(9) We believe that he is innocent. Mi verujemo da je on nevin. 	
Exp 	 Neut Exp 	 Neut 

e  Order, recommend, request, teach (communication verbs) can 
combine optionally with the underlying Goal Lic, (y), Si , which 
functions as an indirect object, in addition to the Agent and Neuter 
cases. 

(10) They taught for centuries Vekevima su predavali da 
Ag je zemlja ravna. 
that the earth was flat. 

Neut 
(11) The monks taught their pupils Kaludjeri su udili djake 

Ag 	 Goal Ag 	 Goal 
that the earth was flat. da je zemlja ravna. 

Neut Neut 

With verbs such as tell, compel, and force, which are three-
argument verbs tic, y, S3, the Neut can be realized as a clause 
only in the presence of a real NP, which is the surface realization 
of the underlying Goal. 

(12) They told John that Mary Rekli su Jovanu da de 
would come. Marija dodi. 
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(12a) *They told that Mary would Rekli su da de Marija dodi. 
come. 

(In S.0 the verb redi combines optionally with Goal (x, (y), s].) 
With compel and force the embedded clause is always reduced to 
an infinitive in E, as the Goal of the matrix sentence and Ag of 
the embedded clause must be coreferential, which for these verbs 
entails Equi-NP deletion (the rule does not apply here in S-C). 

(13) They forced him to sign 	Oni su ga naterali da potpie 
Ag 	. Goal Neut 	A g 	Goal 	Neut 

the document. 	 dokument. 

(14) llhiess4 compelled him 	Bolest ga je primorala 
Ins 	 Goal 	Ins Goal 

to give up his studies. 	da napusti studije. 
Neut 	 Neut 

Such verbs, like all the other verbs that are followed by real NPs, 
offer no particular problem, nor do they shed any new light on -
passive sentences, so they will not be dealt with here. 
Two-argument verb& Many of the verbs of saying, thinking, and 
psychological reaction are two-argument verbs combining with 
the underlying Agent (or Exp) and Neuter cases.' In the active 
sentence the Ag(Exp) is subjectivized and the Neut, which is 
realized as an embedded clause, is objectivized. We shall deal 
first with those verbs that can choose the complementizer that 
in the embedded clause (some of the verbs belonging to this group, 
such as advocate, deplore, regret, suggest, propose and others 
are not restricted only to the that complementizer). 411 the verbs 
listed in Rosenbaum (1967, 120-121) as taking the that comple-
Mentizer (140 in number, though the list is not exhaustive) can 
form passive sentences by inserting it in subject position, which 
entails the extraposition of the that-clause. 

(15) Everybody believed that I 	Svi su verovali da sam ja 
was responsible for the 	odgovorna za udes. 
accident. 

The passive version in which the that-clause is subjectivized is 
possible, but less used. 
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(16) That I was responsible for Verovalo se da sam ja 
the accident was believed odgovorna za udes. 
by everybody. 

In S-C, where subject4vization does not entail the shifting of the 
nominal element into initial position in the sentence, the verb is 

•passivized and the da-clause usually follows the verb. The subjecti-
vization of a Neut case which is a clause requires the verb to be 
inflected for 9rd. pers. sing. neut. In English, which requires the 
subject slot to be filled, the so-called expletive its_- is inserted 
in initial position. 

(17) It was believed by everybody Verovalo• se da sam ja 
that I was responsible for... odgovorna za udes. 

Most of the verbs that we are dealing with require in subject 
position of the active sentence an NP that has the feature &human)... 
which would be redundant information considering that most of 
the verbs have Ag or Exp cases functioning as subject. But there 
are certain verbs in this group, such as prove, show, indicate, 
which may take non-personal subjects (they will be discussed 
later). Only those passive sentences undergo it insertion whose 
active counterparts have a personal subject. If the matrix 
sentence and the embedded clause have coreferential NPs in 
subject function, such sentences have no passive counterpart, 
except when the agent is expressed. 

(18) I supposed that I was indis- Pretpostavljala sam da 
pensable. sam neophodna. /4?

(19) It was supposed that I was Pretpostavljalo se da sam 
indispensable. neophodna. 

Sentence (19) is an acceptable sentence but it is not synonymous 
with sentence (18), as (19) can be interpreted 'only so that a 
third party supposed me to be indispensable. The agent must 
be expressed in order to obtain the passive counterpart of 
sentence (18). 

(20) It was supposed by me that I was indispensable. 
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1(e 	ajor ty of verbs of this class do not undergo the Equi-NP 
tieleti rule if the subject NPs in the matrix and the embedded 
claues are coreferential. 

21) H 	red that he was Izjavio je da je spreman, 
ready to fi t. da se bori. 

(22) *He declared to be ready 
to fight. 

There are a number of verbs of this class. such as decide, expect,  
agree, promise, which can optionally undergo the Equi-NP 
deletion rule in the active sentence if the matrix and the embedded 
sentences have coreferential subjects. 

(23) They promised that they Obedali su da de pomoci 
	would help John.---.. Dionu. 
(24) They promised to help Obe6ali su porno& D2onu. 

(25) They expected that they Odekivali su da de idi na 
would go to the party. 	-

(26) They expected to go to °Odekivali su iti na prijem. 
party. 

But as a rule examples such as (24) and (26) have no passive 
counterpart even if the agent is expressed. It is interesting to . 
note that with a fevr verbs such passive sentences aret to be found. 

(27) My family decided'to go 	Moja porodica je odludila 
abroad. 	 da ide u inostranstvo.---e. 

(28) It was decided (by my family) 
to go abroad\(cited from Quirk et al.. p. 835) 

	Stoga je odludeno da se 
ask a sm411 ntu;ciber of 	Azatrali od jednog malog 
schools /to c aerate in 	broja ilkola da saradjuju 
an experiment 	group 	na jednom eksperumentu 
teaching 	 grupnog poudavanja... 6 
(ELT document 73/ , An 

Ixperlment in Grou 
eaching in Modern 

guages - Scottish Education 
Department. p. 1) 
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Quirk et al. (1972, 835) quote three verbs (agree, decide and feel) 
as being exceptions to the rule that expletive it never occurs in
passive structures in which the infinitive foLlows the passivized verb.
This structure is not confined to the three verbs quoted by Quirk et
al., as the following example, which Wayles Browne drew my attention 
to, shows: 

(30) It was voted (proposed) to 	Izglasano je (pnedlofeno je) 
give $ 3000 to the 	da se da 3000 dolara Portu-
Portuguese. 	 galcima. 

A considerable number of verbs that take that-clauses in the 
function of direct object in active sentences can undergo what 
Lees (1963, 63) calls the "second passive" transformation (as-
sume, believe, consider, declare, discover, expect, find, feel, 
deny, know, report, judge, prove, guess, think, etc.). One of 
the characteristics of this kvoup of verbs is that they have several 
variants both in the active and the passive. 

From the underlying structure: 

(31)They proved [he is wrong]  Dokazali su [on nema pravo] 
(32) can be derived, 

(32)They proved him (to be) Dokazali su da on nema pravo. 
wrong. 

by applying the rule of Object-raising (verbs whicTh, undergo this 
transformation must be marked for this rule feature): the subject 
of the embedded clause is lifted into object position of the matrix 
sentence, entailing the infinitivization of the'verb in the embedded 
clause. The infinitive can be optionally deleted if it is the copula 
be, but only with those verbs that are marked for the rule feature 
To- Be-Del. 

Verbs of this class (unless they are factive) can undergo Subject-
raising from the embedded clause into the subject position of the 
matrix sentence entailing the passivization of the verb in the matrix 
sentence and the infinitivization of the verb in the embedded clause, 7  
so that the following passive variant is derived: 

(33) He was proved to be wrong. Dokazano je is on nema 
pravo. 
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As can be seen frOm the S-C translation equivalents of E sentences 
(32) and (33), the S-C sentences have not undergone either the 
Obj-raising on.the Subj-raising rules. But there are a number of 
verbs in 	which can undergo the Obj-raising rule (though this 
has not Seen recorded in the grammars of S-C). We have found 
that the following S-C verbs: smatrati (consider, think), drtati 
(take for), proglasiti,' oglasiti (declare, proclaim), odrediti(ap-
point), priznati(recognize) (W. Browne drew my attention to the 
last verb) can undergo the Obj-raising rule in the active sentence 
and Subj-raising rule in the passive sentence, .but only if the 
predicator in the embedded sentence is the copula be + a non-verbal 
element. 8 When the subject NP from the embedded clause is 
raised into the higher sentence it gets the accusative inflection, 
the copula be undergoeb obligatory deletion and the predicative 
NP or AdjP are inflected 'for instrumental8 or can optionally be 
turned into prepositional phrases by inserting the preposition za 
(for), in which case the N or the Adj get the accusative inflection. 10 
From the underlying form (we neglect all details): 

(34) Smatrali su ton (je) budalal They thought [he (be) a fool] 

we Can derive the following active variant if the complementizer 
01•1•1111M 
da is inserted: 

(35) Smatrali su da je on budala: They thought that he was a 
fool. 

By applying the Obj-raising rule to the underlying form (34) the 
following active variant is obtained: 

(36) Smatrali su ga budalom(za They thought him(to be)a fool. 
budalu). 

When the Subject-raising rule 4s applied to the underlying form 
in (34), the matrix verb is passivized and the predicative NP (or 
AdjP) gets instrumental inflection or is turned into a prepositional 
phrase governed by the preposition za which requires accusative 
inflection. 

(37) On je smatran budalom (r.a. He was thought to be a fool. 
budalu).11  
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If no Subject-raising occurs, then the higher verb is passivized 
and the da-clause remains unchanged, which is the case with all 
the other verbs that are followed by sentential complements in 
object function. 	

(38) Smatrano je (smatralo se) 	It was thought that he was 
da je on budala. 	 a fool. 

If the embedded that-clause is introduced by an existential there, 
there, which behaves syntactically like a subject pronoun, may 
undergo the Object-raising and the Subject-raising rules. 

(39) They expected [there was 	Odekivali su ju boci ima 
some brandy in the bottli12 brandija]. 

By applying the rule of Object-raising the following structure is 
obtained: 

(40) They expected there to be some brandy in the bottle. 

The application of the rule of Subj-raising entails the passivization 
of the verb in the high sentence just like with other NPs which 
are raised out of an embedded clause to subject position in the 
matrix sentence. 

(41) There was expected to be 	Odeicivalolie da u boci ima 
some brandy in the bottle. 	braiidija. 

It should be noted that the verb in the passive structures introduced 
by the existential there is in number agreement with the NP in the 
embedded clause. 

(42) Ecologists believe that there Ekolozi veruju da u moru 
are pesticides destroying 	ima pesticida koji nam unia-
our food supply in the sea. tavaju izvore hrane. 

(43) There are believed to be pesticides destroying our food 
supply in the sea. 

Another point to be noted is that, whereas passive sentences 
introduced by the expletive it can be expanded by thq agential 
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phrase, those introduced by the existential there must be agentless 
(at least for some speakers). 

(44) The reporters say that there Novinari vele da ih je u 
were five in the house. 	kudi bib pet. 

(45) ?*There are said by the reporters to have been five in 
the house. 

There are certain constraints imposed on the application of the 
Object-raising and Subject-raising rules by the verb phrase in 
the embedded clause. The presence of an auxiliary that cannot 
be infinitivized blocks these transformations. 

(46s) Do you believe that he will Verujed li da de on dodi? 
come? 

is not in a paraphrase relation with: 

(47) ? Do you believe him to Care? 
(47), if acceptable at all, cares from: 

(48) Do you believe that he comes Verujei li da dolazi (re-
(regularly)? 	 dovno? 

Verbs that require the feature (+Fut) in their complements are 
constrained differently with respect to the two rides, as the 
future meaning is clear without the auxiliary. 

(49) Everybody expected that • - Svi su odekivali da de 
John would come on Monday. 'Hon dodi u ponedeljak. 

(50) Everybody expected John to come on Monday. 
(51) John was expected to come Odekivalo se da de Dion 

on Monday. 	 dodi u ponedeljak. 

Factive.verbs13 do not allow the application of the two rules, 
as there can be no lifting out of factive complements and 
consequently no infinitivereduction, 

152) Everybody deplored that 	Svi su talili Ito je Jovan 
John died so young. 	umro tako mlad. 

(52a) *John was deplored to have died so young. 
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so that the passive counterpart of (52) is: 

(53) It was deplored that John died so young. 

A special subclass of two-argument verbs taking sentential com-
plements. Among the two-argument verbs listed in Rosenbaum 
(1967, 120) as taking sentential complements (that-complementizer) 
there is a subchiss that warrants separation into a special group: 
they are not only semantically related, but also exhibit certain 
idiosyncratic syntactic properties (desire, dislike, hate, like, 
love, _prefer and want). All these verbs can undergo the Obj-
raisbig rule (if not followed by a factive complement), some of 
them obligatorily, whereas they cannot undergo the Subj-raising 
rule, which has consequences for the passive transformation. 
From the underlying form: 

(54) He prefers this wife wear 	On vise voli Enjegova Sena 
simple clothes]. 	 nosi jednostavnu odedu]. 

by choosing the complementizer that, the following sentence can 
be derived: 

(55) He prefers that hijwife 	On vise voli da njegeva 
should wear simple clothes. Sena nosi jednostavnu odedu. 

If the rule of Obj-raising is applied, the iollowing structure is 
obtained (in S-C the only choice is the complementizer da): 

(56) He prefers his wife to wear simple clothes. 

In the following examples Obj-raising is obligatory: 

(57) I like (my wife wear simple Volim rmoja Sena nosi jed-
clothes]. . nostavnu odedu).

(58) I like my wife to wear Volim da moja Sena nosi
simple clothes. jednostavnu odedu.

(59) I want [my wife wear 2.elim [moja lens nosi jed-
simple clothes];  nostavnu odedul 

(60) I want my wife o wear Zelim da moja ena nosi 
simple clothes. 14  jednostavnu odedu. 
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(61) ...........S........, 

Mod Prop 

I .----•--...„,...
V Neut Goal Ag 
I I I I 

ask NP NP NP 

I I I 
S John They 

John go 

If the Ag is promoted to subject function, an active sentence is•obtained: 

(62) 
..•••*".. I 

NP Aux VP 

• V NPI NP 

They Past ask Join • Johti go
* (Ag) (Gc41) (Neut) 
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Verbs of this group have been lumped together with verbs such 
as compel, ask, expect, force, invite, teach, warn, etc., as 
verbs taking the "accusative and infinitive' construction (Hornby, 
1954, 20-21) or " object with infinitive" construction (Pervaz, 
1973, 84). The verbs of the love, like group and the verb expect  
are two-argument verbs, whereas the above quoted verbs are 
three-argument verbs (some, such as ask, command, order, 
request may be two-argument verbs too, in which case they do • 
not participate in the so-called "accusative and infinitive" 
construction and are not relevant for this discussion). The three-
	argument vbs such as compel, ask, force, invite, etc. combine 

with the Agent, Goal, and Neuter cases, the Neut being realized 
as a sentential argument (structures without sentential arguments, 
such as: We invited him, are not relevant for this discussion). 
The underlying structure of sentences with such predicators is 
roughly (we take as predicator: ask, Goal: John, and Agent: th=): 



 

	
	

	

	

 	

		
	

	

(64) 

NP Aux 2/1:c.... 

V NP 

John be+en ask John go 
(Goal) (Neut) 

(65)John was asked to go. Damon je zamoljen da ide. 

The verbs of the love, like group are two-argument verbs ap-
pearing in the case frame E..--+Neut +Exp). The underlying 
structure is roughly (predicator: prefer, Neut: John come early, 
Exp: I): 

(66) 

s 
Mod Prop 

V Neut Exp 

I I I 
prefer NP NP 

I I 

.ZZ=:z. 
John come early 

The rule of Equi-NP deletion applies obligatorily, so that the sen-
tence reads: 

(63) They asked John to go. 	Zamolili su Dona da ide. 

If the Goal is promoted to subject function a passive sentence is 
obtained (entailing Equi-NP deletion alkz1 the infinitivization of 
the embedded verb.) 
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(68) S 

NP Aux VP 

I 
V NP NP 

I Pres prefer

(69) I prefer John tame Vile volim da Dion dodje 
early. rano. 
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From this underlying structure several surface structures may 
be derived. The Neut case may be realized as a that-clause, 

(67) I prefer that John come 	Vise volim da Dion dodje 
early. 	 rano. 

or the rule of Obj-rais may apply, entailing the infinitivization 
of the embedded verb: 

As can be tigers from the above discussion, the two-argument 
verbs of the love, like group should not be confused with the 
three-vgument verbs (compel, aske etc. ), as they have nothing 
in common but their surface form in the active sentence: NP1V NP .to-V, which is the result of two different transformational 2 histories..lf the two groups were lumped together, then the love, 
like group would have to be an exception to the passive transfor-
mation. 

(70) We staked John to go. Zamolili smo plona 
A g 	Goal Neut 

(71) John was asked to go. Dion je zamoljen da ide. 
Goal 	Neut 

(72) We prefer John to go. Vile volimo da W.= ide. 
Exp 	Neut 

(73) *John is preferred to-go. 
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The fact that (73) is unacceptable it the result of the constr 
imposed on the application of the Subj-raising rule with this 
group of verbs and not the result of a constraint on the application 
of the passive transformation. The verbs of this group (with the 
exception of want) undergo the passive transformatidn freely 
the Neut is realized as a real noun,. 

(74) Everybody hated John. 	Svi su mrzeli Diona. 
(75) John was hated by everybody. Dion je bio omraien. 

A two-argument verb such as expect (which is listed in Hornby 
with other verbs taking the "accusative and infinitive" construction) 
can undergo both the Obj-raising and the Subj-raising rules. 

(76) We expect [he go]. Mi odekujerno [on idej. 
Exp 	Neut 

(77) We expect him to go. Odekujemo da on ide. 
(78) He is expected to go. Otekuje se da on ide. 

The so-called "second passive" depends on the application of the 
Subj-raising rule, which should be treated as a separate rule 
and not as the second step following the Obj-raising rule (see 
our note 7. ). The verbs of the other class (compel, invite, etc. ) 
do not undergo the two rules anyway, and the NP2 following the 
verb in the active sentence (NP V NP, to-V) is the realization 1 of the underlying Goal, which can be su6jectivized in the passive 
sentence without the intervention of any other rules but the rule 
of Subject Placement. 
It should also be pointed out that, 

(79) Mary loves it that John 	Marija volt Ito Dion gaji 
grows flowers. 	 cvede. 

which has no passive counterpart, is not synonymous with: 

(80) Mary. loves John to grow 	Marija volt da Dion gaji
flowers. 	 cvede. 

as the sentential complement in (79) is (active, and in (80), non-
factive. As can be seen, the S-C translation equivalents of the 
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E examples (79) and (80) form minimal pairs for the opposition 
factive/non-factive, in which 9to-complementizer (factive) and 
da-complementizer (non-factive) are in complementary distribu-
tion. In the E examples (79) and (80), the factive and the non-
factive interpretations are matched by the different forms of 
the complernent16 (which is not the case with all verbs). The 
rule of Obj-rais is not applicable to the underlying structure of 
(79), since•factive complements are not reducible to infinitive 
form. In S-C the distinction is signalled by the choice of the 
appropriate complementizer, as both complements must be 
realized as full-fledged clauses. 16  

If the subject of the sentential complement of the love, like 
group of verbs is coreferential with the subject of the matrix 
sentence, the Equi-NP deletion rule applies obligatorily so that 

e complement shows up in the aucface as an infinitive. 

(81) My farm! like [my family Moja porodica voli [moja 
watch TV). porodica gleda televizijul. 

(82) My family like to watch TV. Moja porodica voli da 
gleda TV. 

( 3) They!referred [they remain 
silent . 
They preferred to remain Vibe su voleli da i dalje 
silent. dute. 

The infun ives of such constructions are not subjectivized in 
passive se tences. 

(85) *T • watch TV is liked by my family.-

though Rosen. urn (1967, 14) adduces the following example: 

(86) To r ain silent was preferred by everyone. 

Even if (86) is a acceptable sentence (though informants say 
that it is on the rder of acceptability), the fact that other verbs 
do sot subjectiviz the infinitive in passive sentences would 
require an explana ory note stating that the verb prefer is an 
exception to the sta ed constraint. 
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The passive of two-argument verbs taking factive subjects. Among 
the two-argument verbs taking sentential complements (that-com-
plementizer) and undergoing it insertion and extraposition in the 
passive, there is a group of verbs such as prove, show, indicate,  
which may take non-personal subjects in the active (in which case 
there is no it insertion and extraposition). They are factive verbs 
taking factive sentential complements as realizations of the under-
lying Instrumental case. When these verbs combine with the Neut 
and Ag cases they behave like other two-argument verbs taking 
the that-conaplementizer. 

(87) They proved that he was 1)okazali su da je on kriv. 
guilty. 

(88) It was proved that he wai Dokazano je da je on kriv. 
guilty 

41,
But unlike other verbs listed in Rosenbaum as taking the that-
complementizer, they can take multiple sentential complements. 16  

(89) That he had blood on his 	To Ito su mu ruke bile 
,Ins 	 krvave dokazalo je da je kriv. 

hands proved that he was guilty. 
Neut 

(90) (The fact) that the experiment To Ito je eksperiment us-
Ins 	 peo pokazalo je da je hipo-

. succeeded indicated (showed) teza tadna. 
that the hypothesis was cor-

Neut 
rect. 	

In the passive counterpart of such sentences the Neut is subjecti-
vized and the abstract Ins is turned into a by+NP phrase in E, 
and the instrumental case inflection is.added in S-C. That-
clauses and their S-C equivalents da-clauses (or Ito- clauses) 
cannot have a preposition before them or case endings after them. 
Therefore in E some such noun as fact18 or circumstance must 
be us • tween .t and the that-clause. 

(91) Tat he was stuiltv was proved by the fact that he 
Neut 	 Ins 

had Blood on his hands. 
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(92) That the hypothesis was correct was indicated (shown) 
by the circumstance that the experiment succeeded.

In S-C a noun such as ainjenica, fakat, okolnost may be used in 
the same way, or the pronoun to (that, it) may be used before 
the clause to carry the instrumental ending, as it may before 
all kinds of clauses when they have to appear in an oblique case. 

(93) Da je kriv dokazano je time Ito su Mu rake bile krvave. 19  

Passive sentences hiving as predicators a special class of S-C 
verbs after which a sentential complement can undergo optional 
infinitivization. After e great many E verbs that take sentential 
complements the rule odf Equi-NP deletion is obligatory if the 
conditions for the rule are met, whereas in S-C the rule is of 
very limited applicability. There are wo basic differences be-
tween U infinitivization rules in E 	S-C. The rule in S-C is 
always optional, whereas in E there ar a (Peet many predicators 
with which it is obligatory. Secondly, the 	e arises in S-C 
only from Equi-NP deletion resulting from coreferential subjects 
in the embedded and the matrix sentences, 20 whereas in E the 
rule may apply when the matrix object and the embedded subject 
are coreferential. 21 And, thirdly, in S-C the infinitival comple-
ment construction does not result from Subj-rais, which in E 
lifts the subject out of the embedded clause promoting it to 
subject position of the higher sentence, thus creating a condition 
for the infinitivization of the embedded verb phrase. In S-C Subj-
rais applies only in case of non-verbal predicates in embedded 
clauses. 

(94) He promised that he would On je obe6ao da Ee me 
marry me next autumn. najesen uzeti. 

(94a) He promised to marry me Obee o me ruijesen uzeti. 
next autumn. 

(95) I want him to go. 2elim da on ide. 
(I want that he goes) 

(96) We forced him to leave Naterali smo ga da napusti 
the room. sobu. (We forced him that 

(he) leaves the room). 
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The formalieun of the application of the Equi-NP deletion rule 
in S-C, the conditions for its application, as well as its impli-
,caticxis far the general linguistic theory, have been ingeniously' 
and succinctly stated by W. Browne (1968) (see also•Perimutter 
(1969) and (1971)). We shall deal with the infinitival complemen-
tizer in cases which are relevant for the passive transformation. 

22 Verbs which allow a choice between the da-complementizer  
Mach always introduces a full-fledged clause) and the infinitival 
complementizer fall into three groups: 1) auxiliary and semi- 
auxiliary verbs, such as hteti(want), modi(can), morati(must), 
smeti(dare), urneti(know how), trebati(ought), znati(know, can), 
anti several others; 2) phasal veabs, such as poeeti(begin), pre-
stati(stop), nastaviti(continue),.etc.; and 9) a group of cognition 
and communication verbs (many of them verbs of volition), such, 
as feleti(wish), obedati(promise), misliti(think, intend), zabo-
raviti(forget), naumiti(decide, intend), nameravati(intend), ka-
niti(intend, have in mind), odluditi(decide), okuSati(try), voleti 
(like) etc. (a representative list is,to be found in 1 elle (1965,. 
183) and M. Ivid, 1972). Although the verbs taking the infinitival 
complementizer have been divided into three groups, they all 
show certain common characteristics in their syntactic behaviour 
(phasal verbs are relevant for this study only when they take 
human subjects, because, when they do not, they cannot be pas-
sivized). Among the first group of•verbs, whichhave been called 
"auxiliaries and related verbs" (Belie, 1965, 183) only the verb 
hteti(want, will), which is considered as the future auxiliary, has 
;7s-rdes full forms, also enclitic forms. With the exception of 
trehati(ought), which in the eastern variant is a non-concord 
verb and has no passive anyway, the verbs of the first group have 
only the Vse passive, as they have no passive participle, whereas 
the verbs of the other two groups have. 23 As stated above, after 
all the listed verbs there is a choice between the finite Verb clause 
and the infinitive in the embedded sentence if the subject nominals 
in the embedded and the matrix sentences are coreferential. 24  

(97) Oniinisu,hteli 	 They didn't want [they 
ioniiprihvate pomod j. 	accept the help]. 

If the.da-complementizer is chosen the following sentence is 
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obtained (the repeated Nominal oni(they) is usually deleted after 
the agreemeDt rule has.applied, which happens in S-C to all 
repeated nominals even across sentence boundaries): 

;98) Oni nisu hteli da-prihvate 	(They did not want that 
pomod. 	 (they) accept the help). 

The decision to delete the underlying repeated nominal before the 
agreement rule applies results in the infinitival complementizer. 

(99) Nisu hteli prihvatiti pomod. They didn't want to accept 
the help. 

When the verbs of this group undergo Vassive transformati q, 
several possibilities exist. We shall first consider sentence in • 
which the matrix and the embedded sentences have unlike subjects. 

(.100) Oni su deleli [mi prihvatimo pomod]. 
Neut 

If the matrix sentence is pailsivized as a consequence of the 
subjectivization rule, the underlying Neut, wtfich must be realized 
as a da-clause, is promoted to subject function, so that the verb 
has 3rd pers. sing. neut. concord (subject function in S-C does not 
require promotion to initial position in the sentence). 

(101) 2elelo se da mi prihvatimo (It was wanted that,we 
pomod, 	 irecept the help) 

If both the matrix and the embedded clauses are pas vized, then 
the sentence may be given two interpretations with verbs that 
allow boil like subjects and alike subjects in the matrix and 
the embedded causes. 

(102) Niel° se da se prihvati 	They wanted to accept the 
pomod. (It was wanted 	help. They wanted X to 
that help should be ac-	accept the help. 
cepte,d). 

If the m trix and the embedded sentences mustliave a coreferential 
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subject as in (103), 

(103) ()nit mogu C 	oat nadju Theyi can Etheyi find a bet-
boije regenje]. 	 ter soluticni. 

then, if the embedded sentence is passivized, the matrix sentence 
must be passivized too, the passive "se" in the matrix sentence 
being obligatorily deleted with verbs of group 1 (auxiliaries). 

(104) Mote Q da se na • bolje A better solution can be 
relienje. 	 found. 

As conditions.for the choice of the infinitival complementizer 
exist (coreferential subjects in the matrix and the embedded 
clauses), the following sentence may be derived from (103): 

(105) Mote se naei bolje 	A better solution can be 
reilenje. 	 found. 

From the point of view of contrastive study the subjectivization 
rules iu such sentences are of particular interest. If the embed-
ded verb is intransitive, the whole embedded clause is subject,. 
ivized in the passive, and the matrix verb bears 9rd pers, sing. 
neut. concord, as neuter concord is usual, in S-C with clausal 
subjects. (Matrix verbs will be pit in the perfect tense, where 
concord morphemes are best distinguished). 

• 
(1q6) Prot je mogao [Prot ins Proi could [Prot go therel. 

tamol 

With verbs such as modi(can), which-are constrained to have 
like subjects in the matrix and the embedded clauses, if the 
matrix verb is passivized the embedded verb must undergo the 
Ag(or Exp) deletion before the agreement rule applies, so that 
it turns up in the so-called "impersonal" form (Oni idur•;de se. 
See:Part I of this paper). 

(107) Moglo je da se ide 	(It oould that one goes 
tamo. 	 there). 
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U the embedded clause is infinitivized and the matrix passivized, 
the following structure is obtained: 

(108) Tamo se moglo iii. 	It was possible to go there. 

If the embedded verb is transitive, then a different subjectivi-
zation rule is required in the passive. Like in E sentences 
containing VPs with modal verbs, the object NP (underlying 
Neut) of the embedded clause is promoted to subject function13-  
of the matrix sentence so that the passive verb is in person-
number-and-gender agreement with it. This happens irrespective 
of whether the embedded clause is passivized Qr infilutivised. 26  

(109) Moglo (sing. neut.) je da se nadje bolje re4enje (sing. neut.) 
(110) Mogl—o (sing. neut. ) ad na6i bolje re4enje (sing. neut. ) 

The subject may also be put in initial position. 

( 11) Bolje redenje e moglo A better solution could have 
chi se nadje, 	 been found. 

( 	) Bolje relenje s moglo na6i. (Inf. ) 	

In English ouch subjectivization rules are applied only with verb 
phrases that contain a modal auxiliary. 

(113) They could have found a Mogli su na6i bolje reienje. 
better solution.  

(114) A better solution could Moglo•se. nadi bolje reienje. 
have been found. 

As a result of the subjectivization of the Neut case (a better so-
lution) the verb find is passivized (E modals have no non-finite 
forms and as a consequence cannot be passivized, so that could 
is followed by the passive.infinitive of the main verb). The point 
that we should like to make is that, in S-C, verbs taking infinitival 

•caitylawantizaza behave syntactically in the passive as if 
they were Auxiliaries, irrespective of whether the complement 
is realized as a full-fledged clause or an infinitive. From the 
following underlying structure: 
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Ag 	 Neut 
(115) Pro je mogao [Pro otkrije zaveru) 

Ag 	 Neut 

a passive sentence is obtained if the underlying Neut of the embed-
ded clause (which in the active sentence !Unctions as object of the 
embedded verb) is lifted into the matrix sentence and promoted 
to subject function, so that the matrix verb and the verb of the 
embedded clause share the same surface subject. 

(Ilk) Zavera (sing. fem. nom. ) je mogla (sing. fern.) da bude 
otierive-na (sing. fern. ). 
(The conspiracy could that (it) would be discovered). 

The embedded clause may be infinitiyized if the Ag is deleted 
before the agreement rule applies, so that the active sentence 
(117) is obtained: 

(117) Mogli su otkriti(Inf) zaveru They could have discovered 
(sing. fern. acc. ) 	 tho conspiracy. 

If the noun savera(conspiracy), which is the object of the embed-
ded verb, is subjectivized, and the Ag of the embedded clause 
deleted before the agreement rule occurs, then the passive coun-
terpart of (117) is obtained. 

(118) Zavera (sing. fern. not.) se The conspiracy could have 
mogla (sing, fem. ) otkriti. been discovered. 

(118a) Zavera je mogla biti otkrivena (passive infinitive). 

The raising of the object of the embedded verb(underlying Neut) 
to subject function of the matrix sentence, which entails the pas-
sivization of the matrix and the embedded verbs, rule. 27 could be call-
ed 28the Object-to-Subject raising 	(In E there is Subject-
to-Object raising,a-lhe so-called Object-raising rule, and Subject-
to-Subject rteising, the so-called Subject-raising rule). One more 
example will be adduced with the predicator in the matrix sentence 
belonging to group 1 (avrimary and i/emi-auxiliary verbs). From 
the underlying structure in (119), 

(119) Oni nisu smeli toni They did not dare they 
odlaiu izbore]. postpone the elections]. 
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the following active sentence is obtained: 

(120) Oni MAIM smell da odlatu izbore (pl. masc. acc. ). 
(They did not dare that (they) postpone the elections. ) 

(120a) Obi nisu smell odlagati (Inf) They did not dare postone 
izbore (p1. masc. acc. ) 	the elections. 

hen the rule of Object-to-Subject raising is applied, (121) is 
ived: 

(121) lzbori (pl. masc.nom.) nisu smeli (pl. masc.) da se 
OdLatu (pl. ). 
(The elections did not dare that (they) be postponed) 

(121a) Izbori (pl. masc. nom.) se nisu smell (pl. masc. ). 
odlagati (Inf). 

We shall adduce* examples with the verbs feleti(wish) and podeti  
(begin) (belonging to groups 3 and 2 respectively) in order to il-
lustrate that the same syntactic behaviour is manifested not only 
by the auxiliaries and semi-auxiliaries (group IL, but also by 
other verbs allowing the infinitive complementizer (groups 2 and 
3). From the underlying structure in (122), 

(122) Oni  su 	roni pos- They wished [they achieve . i tignu ravnotei tu j a balance 

the active sentence in (129) is obtained if the complementizer da 
is chosen. 

(123) Oni su telelitrhaptostignu ravnotetu (sing. fem. acc. ) 
(They wished 	(they) achieve a balance) 

Iti	e infinitive cocnplementizer is chosen, the following active 
sentence is derived: 	 * 

(124) Oni su teleli ppstidi rev- They wished to achieve a 
	notefu. balance. 

If the Object-to-Subject sing rule is applied to (122), the fol-
lowing passive 'counts is obtained:29  
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(125)2elela (sing. fem. ) se postidi ravnoteta (sing. fem. nom. ) 
(It was wished to achieve a balance) 

The following examples with the predicator poLeti(begin) undergo 
the same transformations: 

(126) Oni su poteli [(mi gra- • They began they build new 
i t de nova naselja J 	 settlements 

The active sentence reads: 

(127) Oni su podeli da grade 	They began to build new 
nova naselja ( neut. acc. ) settlements. 
(They began tha (1khey) build 
new settlements ) 

The passive counterparts are: 

(128) lova naselja su podela da se grade. 
(New settlements were begun that (they) be built) 

(129) Nova naselja su se podela graditi. 
(New settlements were begun to be built). 

Predicators taking the Poss-ing (-ing) complementizer and the 
passive rules that apply to them. Only verbal gerunds will be 
considered here, i. e. those gerunds that are derived from 
underlying sentences. 30 Gerunds that have a source in a sentence 
may appear in the surface as subjectless gerunds (-ing) er with 
the subject in the oblique case (Poss-ing). 

Ag 	Neut 
(130) The law forbids [Pro shoot deer I 

Ins 	 Neut 

The deletion of the underlying unspecified Ag in the embedded 
clause results in the •-iLis transformation, so that the following 
two structures may be obtained, depending on whether the 
underlying Ins of Neut is subjectivized: 

(13;) The law forbids shooting 	Zakon zabranjuje da se 
Ins; 	Neut 	ubijaju jeleni (ubijanje

deer. 	or 	 jelena). 
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(132) Shooting deer is forbidden Zakonom se zabranjuje 
N e u t 	 da se ubijaju jeleni. 

by the law. 	 Zakonom se zabranjuje 
Ins 	 ubijanje jelena, 

As can be seen from the S-C equivalents of the E sentences (131) 
and (192), S-C has no- 	complementizer, and uses instead 
either the da-clause (or the ito-clause) or a real NP. (For a 
discussion of S-C real noun equivalents of E gerundive con-
structions see: Bibovid, 1973). The gerundive subjectless con- • 
struction is subjectivized much more freely than the .subjectless 
infinitive, though less freely if it results from Equi-NP deletion 
than if it results from the deletion of an unspecified Agent 
(though its acceptability often depends on the particular lexical 
verb, as well as on the wider verbal context). 

(133) Pro avoided [Pro, ap- Pro je izbegavao (Pro so 
pealr on the 'wharf] pojavi na molu 1 

The rule of Equi-NP deletion is obligatorily applied to (133) 
entailing the choice of the 	complementizer with the verb
avoid. 

(134) Everybody avoided ap-	Svi su izbegavali da se 
peering on the wharf. 	pojavljuju na molu. 

By subjectivizing the embedded clause the passive counterpart 
is obtained. 

(195) Appearing on the wharf 
was avoided by everybody. 

(136) They loved walking on the W1eli su da iletaju po 
wharf. =au. 

(137) *Walking on the wharf 
was loved by them. 

(138) John likes going to the 	Dion volt da ide na pri-
parties. 	 lame. 

(139) *Going to the parties is 
laid by John. 
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(140) John enjoyed going to the Dion je voleo da We na 
parties. prijeme. 

(141) Going to the parties was 
enjoyed by John. 

(142) Hal considered becoming Hal je razmatrao mogudnost 
a karate instructor. (Cited da postane instruktor za 
from Thompson, 380) karate. 

(143) Becoming a karate instruc-
tor was considered by Hal. 

(144) Sue avoids serving white Sju izbegava da sluti bflo 
wine with fish. (Cited • vino ma ribom. 
from Thompson, 381) 

(145) Serving white wine with 
fish is avoided by Sue. S 

In the following examples the gerunds result from the deletion of 
an unspecified Ag ("uncontrolled reading", see: Thompson, 1973). 

(146) The psychiatrist recom- Psihijatar je preporudio 
mended (Pro get away for [Pro ode negde na nedelju 
a week] danal 

(147) The psychiatrist recom- Psihijatar je preporudio 
mended getting away for da se ode negde na nedelju 
a week. dana. 
(Cited from Thompicon, 

380). 
(148) Getting away for a week Od strane psihijatra je pre-

was recommended by porudeno da se ode negde... 
the psychiatrist. 

(149) Fred disapproves of open- Fred ne odobrava da se 
ing up trade with Albania. uspostave trgovadki odnosi 
(Cited from Thompson, sa Albanijom (uspostavlja-
380) nje trgovadkih odnosa... ) 

(150) Opening up trade with 
Albania is disapproved of 
by Fred. 

It should be noted that after prepositions gerunds automatically 
occur instead of infinitives (the 1C.iparskys (p. 160) call them 
"infinitival gerunds"). After two-argument verbs it is not usual 
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to subjectivize such gerunds. 

(151) They decided to go to 	Odludili su da idu na prijem. 
• the pt.rty. 

. 	(152) They decided on going to the party. 
(153) *Going to the party was decided on by them. 
(154) *It was decided by them on going to the party. 

The Poss-ing complementizer usually alternates with the that 
complementizer after factive verbs. From the underlying struc-
ture in (155), 

(155)  S  

Nod/ 
Prop 

• 
V 	 Neut 	Exp 

1 
P 	NP 

. 	I 	 A ' Aeb. 
remember fact 	S 	the clerk 

/--
you be in your room 

an active sentence is obtained if the Exp is subjectivized. -The Neut 
case may show up in the surface as a that-clause (according to 
the Kiparskys this happens if the underlying noun fact is deleted), 

.(156) The clerk will remember Portir de se setiti da si 
that you were in your room. bila u svojoj sobi. 

or it may be reduced tethe Poss-ing structure: 

(157) The clerk will remember your being in your room. • 

According to the Kiparskys, the choice of the Poss.ing comple-
mentizer entails a number of transformations, one of the inter-
mediate stages being: the fact of your being in your room j. If the 
Neut is subjectivized, a passive sentence is Obtained. There are 
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seveial variants in the passive with factive verbs such as remember, 
forget, deplore, regret, ignore, resent, criticize, approve, disap-
prove; overlook, etc. If the that complementizer is decided upon, 
the following structures may be generated: 

(158) The fact that you were Portir be se setiti toga da si 
in your room will be bile u svojoj sobi. 
remembered by the 
clerk. 

(159) That you were in your Portir de se setiti da si bile 
room will be remem.,, u svojoj sobi. 
bered by the clerk. 

igt (160) It will be remembered by the clerk that you were in your 
room. 

(161) Your being in your room will be remembered by the clerk. 
(162) *It will,ke remembered your being in your room. 

The S-C equivalents of all the variants are not given since the 
only formal correspondent of the that complementizer and the 
Poss-ing coniplementizer is da(Ito) introducing a finite clause 
(and the verb setiti se(remember) is not a ansitie verb in S-C 
anyway.) • 

If the verbs like, dislike, hate, love and prefers ke a factive 
sentential complement which is reducible to a Poss-in erundive, 
there may be a choice between an active or a passive stru 	e 
depending on whether the Exp or the Neut is promoted to subject 
function. If the Bxp is subjectivized, an active sentence is obtained. 
The active sentence may show up as a that-clause (ob4storily 
preceded by it with this group of verbs and having no fassive 
conterpart), 

(163) They don't like it that Oni ne vole Ito, on dolazi 
he1comes here. ovamo. 

(164) *It is not liked that he ? Ne voli se Ito on dolazi 
comes here. ovamo 

:or the sentential complement may be reduced to a Poss-ing 
gerundive construction. 
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(165) They don't like his 	No vole Ito on dolazi ovamo. 
coming here. 31  

U the Neut is subjectivizedtZe passive counterpart of (165) is 
obtained. In this case the choice of Poss-ing complementizer is.  
obligatory with this group of verbs. (It seems to us that this is 
the only instance where the Poss-ing in a factive complement is 
not in free variation with the that complementizer, at least with
verbal heads). 	•

(166) 4 	His coming here is not ? (Ne volt se Ito on dolazi
liked. (Cited from Per- ovamo. ) 
vaz, 1973, $4) 

There are also non-factive predicators that allow the Poss-ing 
gerundive reduction, but only factive predicates allow the full 
range of gerundive constructions (see: Kiparsky and Kiparsky). 
For one thing, only factive gerundial VPs can take the perfect 
have (exponent of past), though even VPs without have can receive 
the same interpretation. 

(167) Everybody deplored 	Svi su Ialili Itq je Dion 
John' s dying so young umro tako mlad. 
(factive). 

(168) Everybody deplored John' s having died so young. 
(169) John' s dying so young was deplored by .everybody. 
(170) John's having died so young wits deplored by everybody. 

With non-factive predicates no have referring to theipast is allow-
ed, nor is a past viRterpretation of the Poss-ing gerundive possible. 

(171) We advocated his,, 	Zauzimali srib se za to da 
leaving the. country. 	on ode iz zemlje. ' 

(172) His leaving the country was advocated by us. 

It goes without saying that the embedded clause itself may undergo 
the passive transformation as a result of the subjectivization rule. 

Ag . 	Neut 
(173) Everybody deplored [Pro reject John] 

pu t 
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If the Neut of the embedded clause is subjertivized and th Pose-
ng complementizer inserted. the following sentence is generated: 

(174) Everybody deplored 	Svi su ball Ito je Mon 
John's being rejected. odbijen. 

If the embedded Poss-ing clause is subjectivized, the matrix 
entence is passivized. 

(175) John's being rejected was deplored by everybody. 

An underlying scructurs suth as: 
Agent 

(176) Politiciansi rarely remember [their audiences insult 
NeutNeut 

politicians, I 

may come to have coreferential subjects in the matrix and the 
embedded clauses by subjectivizing the noun politicians (the 
underlying Neut case of the embedded clause). The choice entails 
the passivization of the embedded verb; the obligatory deletion 
of the repeated NP in the embedded clause creates conditions 
for the obligatory insertion of the.ziacomplementizer,• so that 
the following sentence is derived: 

(177) Politicians rarely 	Politieari se retko sedaju 
remember being 	da ih je publika uvredila. 
insulted by their audiences. 

If the embedded clause is subjectivized.len the following pas-
sive sentence is obtained: 

(178) Being insulted by their audiences is rarely remembered 
by politicians. 

The occurrence or non-occurrence of passive in embedded 
clauses thit contain transitive verbs and the interaction of the 
choice of complementizer and the passive rules depend on the ' 
higher predicate. The consideration of the constraints imposed 
by the highey) predicator on the application of the passive 
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transform tion to embedded clauses which have as heads nouns or 
a • actives as illustrated by the examples that follow, is well 

d the cope of this paper. 

Her hope that she would Nada da to biti unapredjena 
be promoted did not 	nije joj se ostvarila. 
materialize. 

(180) Her hope of being 
promoted did not ' 
materialize. 

(181) His wish to be seen on, Njegova fel,* da bude vidjen 
TV was never ,fulfilled. na televiziji nije se nikada 

ostvarila. 
(182) His attempt to be Propao mu je pokuaaj da bude 

televised failed. prikazan na televiziji. 
(183) His fear of being rd- Strah da ne bude odbijen spre-

jeeted prevented him fume dio ga je da konkurille za to 
applying for the job. mesto, 

(184) I was surprised at Zadudila sam se Ito je Dfon 
John' s being rejected. odbijen. 

(185) She was afraid of being Hojala se da ne bude 
rejected.  rua. 

(See Hibovid (1972), who has devoted a whole chapter to-the pas-
sive rules applying to prepositional gerundial clauses.which are 
complements to adjectives. ) 

The passive Of two-argument verbs taking the For... to comple-
mentizer. The For... to complementizer is one of the meter 
patterns with verbal predicators and consequently of little interest 
to our subject, all the more so as its choice with verbal predic-
ators is always optional. 32 This complementizer is mainly used 
weiO4. Emotive predicators, such as regret, resent, deplore, etc. 33  
(for discussion of the feature Emotive see Kiparsky and Kiparsky. 
1970). The for... to construction, which alternates with the that-
clause and the Poss-ing clause after these verbs, is the surface 
realization of the underlying Instrumental case end can be freely 
subjectivized entailing the passivization of the matrix verb. 34 
The S-C equivalent is the Ito-clause (that-clause), though S-C 

 need not necessarily use the passive construction where E does. 
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The for complementizer in this construction marks the subject as 
being in an oblique dase and .the infinitive is the result of the non-
application of the agreement rule. Because such complements are 
factive, it may optionally or obligatorily' precede the'for... to 
complement. 

(186) Everybody regrets (it) for Svi tale ito ste u tinansij-
you to be in financial 	skim neprilikama. 

* difficulty. 
(18?) For you to be in financial difficulty was regreted by 

everybody. 
(188) ?It was regretted (by everybody) for you to be in 

financial difficulty. 

In the following examples, the passive counterpart sounds much 
better than the active., 

(189) Everybody deplored it Svi du talili Ato ste izgu-
for yoU to have lost your bili imanje. 
fortune. 

(190) For you to have lost your 
fortune was deplored by 
everybody. 

(191) Everyone resented it for Svi-su se uvredili tto je 
him to have gone to the on °tilled u policiju. 
police. 

(192) For him to have gone to Svi su bill uvredjenk6to 
the police was resented je on oti§ao u policiju. 
by... 

' According to British informants, in British English this Comple-
mentizer is not as frequent with verbal heads es'in American 
English, except with verbs that norrnfilly take the preposition 
for before the direct object (in which, case the repeated for is 
deleted): It :should be noted that the, predicators in the following 
examples are neither facti''e nor emotive. 

(193) They arranged for me Uredill su sve za moj odia-
to leave. zak. Ortiogudill su, da ja.  

otputujem. 
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(194) ?For me to leave was arranged for. 

The embedded clause may undergo the passive transformation. 

(195) Everyb .y waited [Pro elect John] 
(196) Every 	waited for John Svi su dekali da Dion bude 

to be e cted. 	 izabran. 
 (197)•Every 	ed [Pro acquit John] 

(198) Everybody pleaded for 	Svi su molili da Dion bude 
John to be acquitted. 	oslobodjen . 

PassiVization of multiply-embedded clauses. An underlying struc- ture such as the following:35 
A g 	Neut 
	(199) Everybody believes [John killed Harry.] 

Neut/ 	'4-

mai;esult in quite a number of variant surface forms depending 
on the kind of rules that are applied. If no rule is applied on the 
first cycle, and the that complementizer is inserted on the *w-
and cycle, an active structure is derived. 

(2004 Everybody•believes that John killed Harry. 

If the insertion of the that complementizer is followed by the sub-
jectivization of the embedded sentence, the matrix verb is pas-
sivized. 

(201) That John killed Harry is believed by everybody. 

Such structures usually undergo the it-insertion and extraposition 
rules, so that (202) is lerived. 

(202) It is believed (by everybody) that John killed Hurry. 

If we decide to apply the Subj-rais rule to the underlying form 
(see note 35. ), another gassive variant is obtained. 

(203) John is believed to have killed parry. 
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But the passive transformation may apply to the embedded sentence 
first if the Neut case of the embedded clause is subjectivized. 

(204) Harry was killed•by John. 

If the that complementizer is inserted on the second cycle, the 
following structure Is obtained: 

(205) Everybody believes that Harry was killed by John. 

By applying the Obj-rais rule instead of that insertion, we obtain: 

(206) Everybody believes Harry to have been killed by John. 

Wthe Subj-rais rule is applied on the second cycle, the following 
passive sentence is obtained: 

(207) Harry is believed to have- been killed by John. 

What rules are applicable depends on the next higher predicator, 
the lowest embedded sentence being the first to be tackled. 

(208)4The soldiersi avoid [the soldiers. appear on the wharf; is  Si 

On the first cycle no rules apply. The crucial paint on the second 
cycle is `that the Equi-NP deletion rule must apply because the 
subject of appear is coreferential to the subject of svoid so that 
a gerundive construction results, as the verb avoidiinarke,d 
as taking the -j complementizer. 

(209) The soldiers avoided appearing on the wharf. 	

Now the embedded -irai clause may be subjectivized, entailing,  
the passivization of the matrix verb. 

(210) Appearing on the wharf was avoided by the soldiers. 

The following doubly embedded sentence: 
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(211) [The general expected the soldiers' avoid the 
S S• 3 	 2 1 
softdiers 4spear on the wharf 	1 i 

S
1 2' 3 

must undergo Equi-NP deletion on the second cycle (as seen 
above), after which the embedded 	clause may be subjectivized, 
entailing the passivization of the verb avoid. If the that comple-
mentizer is inserted on the third cycle, the following sentence is 
derived: 

(42) The general expected that appearing on'the wharf
would --"01b€ avoided by the soldiers.  	

If the that complementizer is not inserted, the Subj-rais rule 
may be applied on the th#d cycle, entailing the passivization of 
tile'verb expect and the infinitivization of the entire verb phrase 
would be avoided (the verb expect being marked [+Fut] allows the 
removal of . the future allyttiary would), so that the following 
variant is derived: 

(213) Appearing on the wharf was expected (by the general) 
to be avoided (by. the soldiers). 

After the application of the Equi-NP deletion rule, which is here 
obligatory, no other rule need apply on the second cycle, so that 
Subj-rais may apply on the third cycle, entailing the infinitivizatiop 
of, the verb avoid and the passivization of the verb expect. so that 
(214) is obtained. 

(214) The soldiers were expected (by the general) to avoid 
appearing on the wharf. 

Another poslibility would be to subjectivize the that-clause in 
(212), which would be followed by the it-insertion and extraposition 
rules., entailing the paSsivization of the verb expect.  

(i15) It was expected by the general that appearing on the 
wharf would be avoided by the soldiers. 
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The following triply embedded structure; 

(216) They thought 	the general expect( the soldiers avoid 
I 	S4 	 ' 	 21 

[the soldiersi appear on the wharf] 	I 

Si 1 	2 	3 4 	

can, after undergoing the Equi-NP deletion rule, undergo the 
subjectivization of the -ing .cla e on the second cycle, which 
entails the passivization of the erb avoid (the rules which insert 
proper auxiliaries are neglected altogether). 

(217)[They thought [the general 4hp;citappearing on the 
S4 3 	 S2 
wharf would be avoided by the soldiers 1 1 

S S S2 3 4 

If Subj-rail applies on the third cycle, the verb expect is passiv-
ized, and the verb avoid shows up in infinitive form, so that the 
following structure is obtained: 

(218)[They thought appearing on the wharrwas expected by 
S S4 	 3 

the general to be avoided by the soldiers 
13 4 

If the Subj-rats rule is applied on the fourth cycle (entailing the 
appropriate infinitivizations and passivizations of the verbs), 
(219) is derived. 

(219)Appearing on the wharf was thought to be expected (by 
the general) to be avoided (bI the soldiers). 

If, instead of applying the Subj-rais rule on the fourth cycle, we 
decide to•insert the complementizer that, (220) is generated. 
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(220) They thought that appearing on the wharf was expected 

(by the general) to be avoided by the soldiers. 

The rule of that insertion on the fourth cycle may be followed by 
the subjectivization of the that-clause, which creates conditions 
for the passivization of the verb think, in which case the it- in-
sertion and extraposition rules apply, so that the following 
sentence is obtained: .  

(221) It was thimeht• that appearing on the wharf was 
expected (by the general) to be avoided by the soldiers. 

The quadruply embedded sentence: 

(222)fThey said [they think [the general expectfthe soldiersi  

S S S St5 	• 	, 4 3  2 

_avoid [the soldiers ap ar on the wharf] ] 1' 1 .1i S S S S SSi t 2 3 4 5 

can have quite a number of variants demanding on the rules ap-
plied on the appropriate cycles, the rule of gqui-NP deletion 
on the second cycle being the only obligatory rule. If the -ice 
clause is subjectivized on the - second cycle, and the Silbj-rais 
rule applied on the third cycle, then on the fourth and the fifth 
cycles (followed by appropriate transformations entailed by the 
applied rules) , the following structure is derived: 

(223) Appearing on the wharf was said to be thought to be 
expected (by the general) to be avoided by the soldiers. 

Or there may be no Subj-rais on the fifth cycle, but the that 
complementizer may be inserted after the verb think, followed 
by subjectivization of the that-clause, it-insertion, and extra-
position, involving the passivization of the verb think, so that 
the variant (224) is obtained. 

(224) It was said that appearing on the wharf was thought to 
be expected (by the general) to be avoided by the 
soldiers. 
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And so we can go on embedding indefinitely and applying the 
rules of Equi-NP deletion - Raising - Passive, etc., the choices 
offered depending on the next higher verb. If all the possibilities 
were to be exhausted, a very large number of surface variants 
could be generated. In addition to (223), the application of the 
Subj-rais rule at a different point in the derivation can result im 

(225) The soldiers were said to be thought to be expected 
(by the general) to avoid appearing on the wharf. 

(226) The general was said to be thought to expect the 
soldiers to avoid appearing on the wharf. 

S-C does not have such a variety of choices as E does, firstly, 
owing to the fact that Equi-NP deletion is applied non.obligatoi.ily 
and after a limite&number of verbs;* secondly, the Subj-rais and 
the Obj-rais rules being, with a few exceptions, non-existent, 
no collapsing of finite clauses into truncated structures can be 
obtained that way. It is true that Object-to- Subject raising occurs 
out of an embedded into a higher clause, involving the passiviz-
ation of the higher verb, but verbs allowing the application of 
this rule are limited.in number. Thirdly, , S-C has no Poss-ing 
(-ing) complementizer. On the other hand,..the structuqe of S-C 
allows the deletion of repeated subject NPs after the agreement 
rule has appted, which E does not, so that the embedded struc-
tures need not be as unwieldy as they would be it this were not 
the case. When tackling the following underlying form: 

(227) [Pro govori [Pro misli [general odelsuje tvojiiicii de 1 2 S S5  S S6 	 5 	4 	 3 

tvojnicii izbegava -[ vojnicii se pojavljuju na 

2 
molu 11 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

the crucial point is that the complementizer da must be chosen 
before all the embedded clauses (with one exception, where it is 
optional) irrespective of whether the passive rule is applied or 
not. On the third cycle there is a choice between the da-clause 
and the infinitive (resulting from the application of the Equi-NP 
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deletion rule). 

(228) Vojnici de da izbegavaju 
(228a) Vojnici to izbegavati 

Though all sentences Intaining transitive verbs can theoretiEaily 
undergo the passive transformation, it is not possible to passivize 
all the transitive verbs in (227). It would be possible for all the 
clauses containing a transitive verb in (227) to undergo the pas-
sive transformation if S S and S had unspecified agents, which , 2.' 3 4 are deletattle in the passive. As the agentheneral (the general) 
and vojnici (the soldierI	V	annot be deleteing to the fact that 
important information uld be lost, they would have to be turned 
into agential phrases in e passive. But S-C avoids such struc-  
tures, so that only S5 and S6 will undergo the passive transformation. 

(229) Govori se da se misli da general odekuje da de vojnici 
izbegavati da se pojavljuju na molu. (It is said that 
it is thought that the general expects that the soldiers 
will avoid that (they) appear on the wharf!) 

Here is an example of a doubly-embedded sentence whicIrtatisfies 
the conditions for the application of the passive rule to all the 
three sentences: 

• Ag 	Neut 
(230) Pro je rekao [Zn odekuje wile isti broj 

Neut eut Neut3 	 2 	

studenata kao i proile godinel 	I5S1I 2 3 
r 	p . 	

( [Prof saidpro expect [Pro enroll the same 2 3 S S Si  3 . 2 	
number of students as last yearl ] I 

S S S )
1 2 3 

On the first cycle the Ni) isti broj studenata (the same number 
of students), which is the surface realization of the Neut case, 
is subjectivized entailing the deletion of the unspecified agent 
and the.passivization of the verb tie (enroll). On the second 
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cycle the da complementizer is inserted before the embedded 
clause: SI. which is the surface realization of the Neut case, is 
subjectivfzed, entailing the deletion of the unspecified agent (Pro2) 
and the passivization of the verb Odekujd(expect). The same rules 
are applied on the third cycle. so that the following structure is 
obtained (many details have been omitted, among others the 
choice of the auxiliary in S1 ): 

(231) Redeno je da se odekuje da bude upisan lad broj 
studenata ka i prole godine. , 

Concluding remarks. In this paper we have tried to contrast the 
grammatical structures of passive sentences in E and S-C, but 
we are well, aware that certain points of interest have barely been 
touched upon and that others have been completely neglected. 
Since the passive transformation cannot be dealt with without 
considering, among other phenomena, the complex field of com-
plement structures, we have necessarily been obliged to include 
them into our study. But covering all the details and compleaities 
of the interplay of complement choices and'the rule of subjec!iv-
ization in passibe sentences would be a nearly impossible task, 
which would entail the writing of grammars for nearly every 
particular verb. We have highlighted the grammatical rules which 
are pertinent to the passive transformation in the two languages, 
but we are more than aware that that is only half of the- story. 
The other half will have to deal with motivations for choosing the 
passive in preference to the active. The choice is made on the. 
level of discourse, but is constrained by the different grammatical 
structures of the two languages. The sentence level, to which we 
ere compelled to adhere at the present stage of development of 
grammar, has the disadvant/le 	of narrowing the field. No mech-
anism has been developed r treating discourse grammar formal-
ly, and the study of the m tivations for the use of passive in 
preference to active structures involves so much more than the 
mere rules developed within sentence boundaries. The choice is 
never a hundred per cent predictable and often depends on non. 
linguistic phenomena, which escape strict formalization. To be 
of real practical use the whole picture would have to include the 
study of the interaction of linguistic and non-linguistic factors,
and the study of non-linguistic factors requires a different ap-
proach from the one adopted in this paper. We hope to take it up 
in a future contribution. 
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NOTES 

1. Verbs of psychological reaction require special treatment 
both in E and S-C. 

His behaviour surprised Njegovo me je ponaAanie 
me. zadudiko. 
I was surprised at his Zadudila sam se njegovom 
behavioUr. ponatlanju. 

,I was surprised by his Bila sam zadudjena nje-
behaviour. govim ponalianjem. 

	His behaviour was surprising to me. 	
That he couldn't come Brinulo me je Ito ne mo-
	worried me. te da dodje. 	I was worried that he sam zabrinuta Ito 
	could' t come. ne mote da dodje. 	

I was worried by the fact Brinulo me je to lito ne 
	that he couldn't come. mote da dodje. 	I was worried because he Bila sam zabrinuta (zato) 
	couldn' t come. dto ne mote da dodje. 

As can be seen from the above examples, the difference 
between active passive and middle voice and the adjectival 
use of the passive participle is not clear cut and would 
require special study, which beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

2. As predicate complement constructions in E and S-C hate 
been the subject of special study in this Project (see: 
Pervaz, 1971, and Pervaz, 1973), we shall deal with this: 
matter only to the extent that it is of immediate relevance 
to the passive transformation. Therefore we shall not 
consider wh-clauses and their S-C equivalents which are 
surface realizations of the Neut case, as they are not of 
any immediate relevance to the passivef transformation. 
The full-fledged wh7clauses and their reduced (arms as 
realizations of the underlying( Neut case do not present us 
with any interesting problems with three-:argunient verbs, 
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as the real NP following the verb is subjectivized. 

They told Mary what she Rekli su Mariji Ate treba 
should do (what to do).-41. da uradi (Its da uradi). 
Mary was told what she Mariji je redeno Ate tre-
should do (what to do). ba da uradi (ilta da uradi). 

Some overlap with previous work is unavoidable, though. ,  

3. A representative, though not exhaustive, list of these verb 
is to be found in Rosenbaum .(1967, 120-121. ) 

4. Instrument here is taken in a broad sense including the 
meaning of source and cause. 

5. According to Rosenbaum (1967) the expletive it is generated 
in the underlying structure next to the clause under the node 
NP as pronominal head of the complement. Rosenbaum's 
proposal for the source of it has been disputed ancirejected 
by those not following strictly the standard theory. We shall
Or take sides on this theoretical issue and the fact that we 
speak of an ft-insertion rule is more a matter of convenience 
than of conviction. 

6. The S-C equivalent has two da- clauses where this in-
finitive constructions. The conditions for the infinitivization 
rule in S-C will be dealt with further in this paper. 

7. Stockwell,et al. (1973, 532) represent the rules of Obj-
raising and Subj-raising as two steps of the same rule 
with transitive verbs, Obj-raising being an optional rule 
which raises the subilgect of an embedded sent9nce into 
object position of the matrix sentence, so that the Subject 
Placement rule can move this object into the subject 
position of the passive sentence. The diagrams representing 
the two steps from Stockwell et al. follow (we have only 
substituted the label Exp for the label Dat in the original 
diagrams in order to avoid misunderstanding). 
It seems to us that there is more reason to treat the Obj-
raising rule and the Subj-raising rule as two separate 
ru),ds than to treat them as Stockwell et al. do. Firstly; 
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the Subj-raising rule applies both to transitive and 
.intranaitiv• non-factive verbs (Kiparaky and Kiparaky, 
1970, 144) and some generality would be lost if we were 
to treat Subj-rats as two separate rules with the two class-
es of verbs. Secondly, transitive verbs such as Esy, 
rumour, repute, ascertain undergo Subj-rais, but do not 
undergo Obj-rais, so that they would have to pass through 
an ungrammatical intermediate stage in order to be passiv-
ized. And last but not least, there is a group of semantical-
ly related verbs (like, dislike, love, hate, etc.) which 
undergo Obj-rais but do not undergo Subj-rais (this argument 
will be taken up later on). (For other arguments presented • 
in favour of this view see Sumosie-'1973. ) 

8. French has the same constraint on the operation of Raising 
out of object complements (see Szamosi, 1973, 653). 

9. In my idiolect the instrumental is !lot acceptable after the 
verbs odrmjiti(appoint) and Oriznati(recognize): 

Odredili su da on bude 	They appointed him as 
staratelj deci. 	 the children' s guardian. 

	 Odredili su &a za staratelja deci. 
On je odredjen is starate-	He has been appointed 
lja... 	 as the children' s 

	 guardian.-' A__*odrecilli su ga starateljem(instr) 
*On je odredjen starateljem 

• 
10. It goes without saying that the za+lfP in the following examples 

is not derived in the, same way, as it seems to come from a 
reduced purpose clause: 

. 	 • 	,
Un 	dili su ga za 	 They promoted him to the 

nerala. 	 rank of general. 

Udim za lekara. I am studying to be a 
doctor. 

11. If the Vse passive is used in sentences such as (37),' the 
sentence may be ambiguous betiyeen the passive and the 
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reflexive interpretation. 

Jovan; je smatrao da je 	John thought that he was 
(on ) Aevin. 	 innocent'. i

When the pronoun on(he), which is coreferential with the 
subject NP of the matrix sentence is• raised into the higher 
sentence it gets reflexivized: 

Jovan je smatrao sebe 	John considered himself 	nevinim to be innocent. 

When the non-emphatic(enclitic) form of the reflexive pronoun 
is used it gets moved to after the first element in the sentence: 

Jovan se smatrao nevinim. 	John considered himself 
to be innocent. 

so that theisentenoe is homophonous with the passive sentence 
which has the following derivation: 

Ljudi su smatrali [Jovan (je) People thought [John (be) 
nevini. innocent] . 

By applying the rule of Subj-raising Jovan (John) is made the 
'subject of the higher sentence entailing the passivization of 
the matrix verb, the copula in the embedded clause, is deleted 
and the instrumental inflection added to the adjective nevin 
(innocent). 

Jovan se smatrao nevinim. 	John was thought to be
• rim.••••• 	 innocent. 

(See: Milorievi6 (1972) . and Milonevi6 (1973) for more examples 
and a mcore. systematiC elucidation of this phenomenon in S-C). 
The verb vsedatit(feel), if It has coreferential subjects in the 
matrix and the embedded sentences, can undergo a similar 
process: 

.On. je ose6ao da je (on.)kriv. He felt that he was guilty.s.  
OWN,N, osedao krivim. 1 	He felt himself to be guilty. 
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That the complement with the verb u4sedati" is a different 
construction than with the verbs "smatrati", "proglasiti", 
etc. is borne out by the fact that the reflexive behaves dif.; 
ferently lci sentences with the predicator 

. 	
*6n je oseeao sebe krivim: ' (=He felt himself guilty) 
	On je smatrao sebe krivim. (=He thought himself guilty) 

If the verb accepts sec*, besides the enclitic form se, it. can— 
also accept other kinds of objects, in which case we are 
dealing with true objects of transitive verbs, and these can•be passivized. 	 

12.- We do not propose to discuss again whether the existential 
•there. is generated in the underlying structure or whether • 
it is introduced transformationaliy by applying the rule of ' 

• there-insertion, nor do we propose to go Into the questiop 
whether Bresnan (1970, footnote 11, 306) is right in stating 

. that there-insertion follows the passive tformation. •fr%.e  
But weagree with Shopen' s (1972; footnot 9, 323) remark 	

_that there are countless places in the literatu mentioning 
the there-insertiod rule, kut never properly justifying it. 
Our hypothesis (see: Mihailovid, 1.972) that existential there 
is generated at a very abstract level with every noun which 
has' in its structural index [-definite, 4 referential) may not 

• -seem unacceptable in view of the examples, such as the 
following: 

' 	*A concert is at eight o' clock. 
*Central heating is in the house. 
A wart is on his nose. 

Five people were said to be in the house, .. 7 	 
There were said to be five people in the house, -weren' t 
there? 

13. For a discussion of the semantic feature fact and its 1*-
plications for syntax see: Kiparsky (1970) and Bibovid (1971). 

14. It is beyond the scope of this paper to deal with all the
conditiods for the acceptability of that-clauses after this 
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groull of verbs, but we should like to adduce a few e amples 
. in order to show that sentential complements after th s ' 

group of verbs present special problems (to some of, hich 
we shall return later). 

*I wish that.my wife should 
wear simple clothes. 
I wish my wife to wear 	2elim da moja tens nosi 
simple clothes. 	 jednostavnu odedu. 
I wish that my wife would 	Voleo bih kad bi moja 

.wear simple clothes (contra- tens nosila jednostavnu 
ry t6 fact). 	 odedu.
*I want 9kat somebody should Hodu da neko ovo pismo 
type this Ntter as soon a$ 	otkuca 9to pre. 
possible. 
I want somebody to type this 
letter as soon as possible. 
I want this letter (to be) typed Hodu da se ovo pismo 9to, 
as soon as possible. 	 pre otkuca. 

1:5. The that-clause in (79) Must be preceded by it, which happens 
with all the verbs of this group if they take factive romplei-
ments. Kiparsky and Kiparsky (197.0, 165), who represent 
the difference between the fictive and non-factive cceplenents 
in the underlying st±ucture in the following way

NP 	 NP 

S 	 fact , 

non- factive 	 • 	factive 

say that the pronoun it in this way serves as an optional 
reduction of the noun fact and that it should be distinguished 
from the expletive it, which is automatically introduced in 
the place of the extraposed complements. We are not sure 
that thia,is correct in view of the following example: 

I like it when people come Volim kad mi se dodje 
to see me. u posetu. 
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Here the whea-clituse- does not seem to be factive, since we 
cannot concludat,that people really do come to see me. • 

16.. of course, all these clauses might be interpreted as NP-•  
headephrases paving fact, circumstance or some such 
	noun as,head, in which case these verbs would not qualify 

as taking several sentences as complements. We do not 
think that there is enough evidence yet tto make a decision 
either way. 

17. The chief exception in E seems to be in that, "they differ 
in that he is generous acid she miserlir 7led from 
Jesperi3en, 1968, 32).

18. Considering that fact is not the only noun appearing in 
factive complements and that it behaves like an ordinary 
noun: the simple fact that, the well-known fact, etc. sug-
gests that it is perhaps not felicitous to have it appear in 
deep structure, though factive complements should be 
somehow marked as factive. 

19. We do not feel quite conifortable with the S-C passive 
version of this sentence though we have tried it out anlmarry 
S-C native speakers, who say that it is an acceptable  
sentence. It seems to us that the active sentence: 

To Sto su mu ruke bile krvave dokazalo je da je kriv. 

has two underlying participant cases (Neut and Ins), .whereas 
	the passive version is interpretable as Jiaving-the Ag as well, 

as if there is la suppressed human agent making use of the 
fact that the culprit has blood on his hands to prove his guilt. 
Native speakers of English tell usat they do not necessarily 
attach the same interpretation to th E version: 

That he was guilty was▪  proved the fact that he 
had blood on his hands. 	

It may be the case tI)at the surface neutralization of the
underlying Ag and Ins in the by+NP phrase, thus excluding 
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the addition of another by+1 phrase (even when an luiderlying 
Ins turns up al; an "agent" • the passive),' does not suggest 
the existence of a suppressed Agent. In S-C there is no 
surface neutralization of the underlyihg Ag and Ins, so that 
the instrumental phrase in the passive suggests the existenceis 
of a human agent much more explicitly 'than the E by+NP 
phrase does. It goes without saying that the following 
sentence is interpretable only as personal, as the expletive 
it is used only.in passive sentences thikt have a human 
agent (underlying Ag or Exp): 

It will be proved by the following experiment that 
the hypothesis is correct. 

thou,gh the human agent must remain Unexpreised owing to 
the .presence of another by+NP phrase standing for in 
underlying Ins. In the active ikn such sentences the by+NP 
phrase must be Modified by using the gerundial-form of 
some such verb as use or some such phrase as by means 
of or With the help of 

They will prove that the hypothesis is correct by means 
of the following experiment. 

20. This condition need not necessarily hold with non-verbal
predicates with which the infinitive may, like ir-E, derive 
from th deletion of an unspecified Agent. Wit Emotive 
pre • ativ adjectives and nouns the embedded S 'in Subject 
function 	ing an unspecified Agent can be either passivized 
or infinit vized. 	

Nepoteljno je da se takve It Is undesirable that such 
stvari pominju. things (should) be mentioned. 
Nepoieljno je takve stvari It is undesirable to'mention 
pominjati. such things. 
Greh je da se, tako nett° *It's wrong that such a
i pomisli. thing even be thought(of). -
Greh je tako neito i pomis- It' s wrong even to think 
liti. of such a thing. 
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The examples quoted are derived frorn the following 
underlying structures: 	

S 

NP VP  NP VP 2 ' 

S v , Acij S 	V 	NP ' 

/ \ I • I / \ 
NP 	VP je nepoieljno NP VP 	' IN 

I 	/\ (is).(undesirable)• . / \ je 	. greh 
(is) (wrong)

V • NP
Pro V NP 

I 	t:i.  
Pro potnisli tako neitopominje takve stvari (think) 	(sueh a thing)

(mention) (slich things) 

21. There are two verbs in S-C, pomodi(help) and nauditii(teach)  
after which Equi-NP deletion between the matrix object and 
the embedded subject may apply optionally. See: Perlmutter• 
(1971: fn. 8,9) and Pervaz (1973, 84). 

22. The compleme tizer ito(that) does not alternate with the 
infinitive -com ementizer, as it introduces fictive comple-
ments, which do not allow infinitival reduction. 

23. This may not•be lsignificant information, as there fire other 
transitive verbs (at least in my idiolect) with this idiosyncratic 
property, such as duti(hear), razumeti(understand), misliti 
(think), and some others.. • 

24. The infinitive complementizer is used much more freely 
and more frequently in the western variant of S-C, though; 
we would not agree with Erugarskis a (1971, 185) statement 
that "there are apparently two grammars, not one,' governing 
the distributiSn of the two complementizers (=da- and the 
infinitival), since the infinitival one is restricted, roughly 
speaking, •to the western dialects." All that we can say -
with certainty is that in the eastern variant the infinitival 

	
complementizer is more usual after certain lexical choices, 
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•tkile verbs modi, hteti, and morati being the exs Ales at 
hand. 

Mora se priznati da je ova It must be admitted that -
presuda pravedna. this sentences just. 
To se ne mote zamisliti.  One can' t.imagint that. 

Such a thing is unthinkable. 
Motel li mi pomodi? Can you help me? 

In order to avoid giving a false impression, we' also quote 
examples of some other verbs folldwed by the infinitival 

. • domplementizer 'which are acceptable sentences in ill the 
• dialects of b7.41,..  

• 
3/111e volim idi ions nego I prefer to walk barefoot 

,nositi tesne cipele.- rather than to wear tight 
shoes. 

Zaboravio sam ti redi da 	' I forgot to\tell ybu that 
je on dolazio. 	 he. had beet here. 

25. The subjectivized Ni need not necessarily be oved into 
initial position in tbe sentence as in E, sincei 	nominative 
inflection•'ensureS the correct interpretation of • is subject
function in the sentence. 	

26. The eastern variant has only one subjectivization\ rule here, 
whereas the western has two. la thq western vari,ent the 
object 	of the embedded clause ,,need not be subjectivized, 
it may ep its accusative inflection, so that the matrix 
verb in e passive has 3rd. pers. sing. neut. concord, which 
is !mug with clausal subjects. 

Mi ismo mogli (1st pers. We could find another 
pl. nadi drugog dovjeka , man• 
(sing. masc. acc.  ) 
Moglo (3rd. pers. sing. neut ) Another man could be 
bi se nadi nekog drugog found. 
d6vjeka (sing. masc. acc. ) 

The eastern variant does not accept such .structures as it 
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- 102 - •  
must raise the object NP of the embedded clause into subject 
function of the Matrix sentence, entailing all the necessary 
inflectional changes in the% NP and the matrix verb. 

Mogao (sing. masc. ) bi se nadi neki drugi tovjekiiiing. 
masc. non; ); 	

The subjectivized NP can also be moved into initial sition:

Neki drugi 2ovjek.bi se 	Another man coul be 
. mogao nadi. 

salithat the word order is the same as in the Egquivalent. 

27. If the embedded verb is reduced to infinitive form, the 
infinitive may be either active or passive without change of 
meaning(examples (118) and (118a)). 

28. This, 	ourse, should not be confused with s ject selection 
in a simp sentenoe,where the promotion of a 	eut 
over the 	(or Exp) to subject function entails the pea-
sivizatio of the V. Here we do not speak of raising, as 
raising occurs only out of an embedded clause into the higher 
sentence, that is with complex sentence's. 

29. A somewhat simplified underlying structure (it has already 
undergone a number of transformations) is:
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30. Those gerundive phrases that have the inter*al structure 
of NPs will not be considered here, as they behave, as far 
as the assive transformation is concerned, like any other 
NP. 	 ' 

. 
Everybody detested loud 	Svi sir mrzeli glasno 
singing. 	 pevanje. 
Loud singing was detefited 
by everybody. 	-
They detested singing loudly. Mrzeli su;da pevaju 

glasno. 
*Singing loudly was detested 
by them. 

For the structural differences• between gerunds having the 
internal structure of NPs and sentential gerunds see: 
Wasow and Rpeper (1972, 415-•16).

--. • 

31. This structure should not be confused with: 

They don' t like him,c6ming 	Ne. vole da on dolazi 
here. 	 ovamo. 

which is the result of the application of the Obj-raising rule. -
coming( an infinitival gerund) alternating with the infinitive 
to come with this group of verbs. The complement is not 
factive: in a factive complement there is ,neither raising 
of elements nor reduction of the .berb to an infinitival 
complement. As mentioned earlier in this paper, this ' 
group of verbs does not undergo the Sqbj-raising rule, • 
and this accounts for the non-existence of passive sentences, 
such as: 

*He is not liked coming here. 

32. We are not dealing here with Rosenbaum' s hypothetical ' 
for... to compiementizer, which is supposiedto underlie 
structures such as: 

I believe aohn to have convinced Bill. 
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As can be Seen f ow our previous discussion, 'we did not 
need the introdu tion of for into the underlying structure of 
such sentences order to generate the 'infinitive and then,. 
once the infinitive is generated remove the for by means of 
an obligatory omplementizer.deletion rule.. We shall deal 
here only wi the for... to complementizer which shows 
up in the sur ace. 

3E Stockwell al. mark these verbs as appearing iRathe case 
frame 	+Neut +Dat -Luc rine 	It seems to us 
thatthese verbs are emotive and factive, the factive sin
comple nt is a surface realization of•an abstract 
Inst 	ntal easel which is to be interpreted as the source 
or cau e of the emotion produced, in the Experiencer. 

34: The • r... to complementizer after the, verbs loves, like, 
dis 	e, prefer is,notrqevant for our discussion as the 
77"f r .-to clause is-not-dObjectivized in the passive with 
these verbs. The following examples are cited from Rosen-
baum (1967, 66769). 

\1  
I hate for ygu to do these things 
*'for you to do these things is hated1.-
everybody fovea for you to sing 
*for you to sing is loved by everybody 
everybody dislikes for you toeing 
*for you to sing is disliked by everybody 

The verb prefer seems to be idiosyncratic in that it allows 
the subjectivization of the for... to structure, just as it, does 
the infinitive.

active the for... to clause is possible In subject 
functi n. 

Vor her to sing would surprise everybody. 

35. ThisA of course, is not the deep structure, but one'of the 
intermediate structures which has already, undergone a 
number of transformations. A More accurate picture of a 
deep structure (although even this could be made "deeper", 
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i.e. mor abstract) would 

/N.  
Mod 	Prop 

V 	Neut ' 

. Prep NPPrep NP 

I 	 1 ' 	..6 '
believe 	S• 	everybody 

• 

Mod ' / si)1rop

	
V 	Neut 	A g 

1\ /NPrep NP Prep NP

kill 	
.6. A 
Harry - John 

The Subj-rais and Obj-rais rules apply to this underlying 
form. The form givenzin-eur example: 

Everybody believes [John killed Harry]. 

is a half-finished product, in which Subject Placement has 
already taken place in both the matrix and embedded clkuses, 
We have deliberately chosen this shortcut: to give the full 
range of transformations would be too involved and not much 
would be gained from the point of view of this study,, 
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 Ljiljana Mihailovid (University of Niii) 
t 

DIFFERENCES IN THE SURFACE.STRUCTURE REALIZATIONS OF 

STATIVE LOCATIVE CLAUSES IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATIAN 

If we assume that languages are similar at the level 
of semptico-logical representation, then we have to ac- , 
count for the wide range of differences in the surface 
structure of various languages. Apart from the phonological 
and lexical differences, which are obvious, what makes lan-
guages different is the result of the application of dif-
ferent transformational rules to the underlying universal 
base (see Anderson 1971). Once these facts are established 
it seema.that our main task consists in dealing with the 
loransformational rules in particular languages and the 
constraints that various grammatical and semantic features 
impose on the appli ation of particular rules. The tdek we 
have set ourselves 	this tiaper.is to demonstrate the 
differences in the c nstraints on the application of the 
transformational rules to underlying stative locative 
clauses in E and S-9, and to show how these constraints are 
correlated to the semantic features in the two languages.

Languages differ, among Other things, with respect to 
which conceptual features of the world we live in they 
grammaticalize. And no language grammaticalizes all of 
them. A theoretical issue is Involved here. Is it pOssible -
to be aware of all the conceptualizations of the world we 
"live in, and, if it were, should they all be introduced 
into the base structures which are to be regarded as uni-
versal? We are usually aware of those conceptualizations 
which our language grammaticalizes (the easiest to notice 
	are those features which have correlates on the morphologi-

cal level of grammatical structure). Evidence from many 
languages'is necessary to obtain an overall view of the 
possible conceptualizations Of the world we live in. We 
shall leave open the qu ion of.how the base structure 
should deal with this roblem. Anderson (1971), though in 
two minds concerning is problem, hypothesizes that the ist 
status of many semantic features is doubtful unless we as 
sume that "certain distinctions are regarded as merely not 
being 'utilized' in-some languages" or unless we assume 
that "languages may be different with respect to how they 
divide up minimal semantic fields" (1r5). 
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It is a well known fact that the concepts of alien-
able/inalienable possession have in many languages, reflec-
tions on the morphological level of grammatical structure,.  
i.e. distinct morphemes -exist which mark nouns as insepar-
able in the relation whole/part (see Fillmore 1968 and the 
references cited therein). But the fact that there. are 
many more languages'that do not mark these distinctions 
with special thorpheTes than those that do is no proof that 
the distinction is not marked in some subtler fashion as 
yet undiscovered by grammarians. Me shall give-evidence 
from bbth E and S-C of one such subtle distinction which 
is reflected differently in th‘ syntactic structures of 
the two languages. 

It has been widely accepted that, probably in all 
languages,- existential, possessive and locative sentences 
are related, their common source being locative predi-
cations.)In consequence it has been assumed that sen-. 

.tences such as the following are related: 

(1)There is central U kudi ima centralnb 
heating in the house. grejanje. 

(2)The house has central Kuda fma centralno 
heating. grejanje. 

(3') Ona ima crne oai. She has dark eyes. 
	

(3'') nje su crne o*i. 
(mat her are dark 
eyes) 

In the underlying representation of these sentences there 
is a locative and a nominative (nominative not as a morpho-
logically marked case; but as defined in Anderson 1971).2  
Example (3) has in fact a source in two locative clause*, 
which is irrelevant for the subject at hand. These predi-
cations with two participant roles differ with respect to 
which of the two roles (cases) is subjectivized. It has 
been assumed that the choice of the case role to be 
subjectivized is determined by considerations involving 
the "functional sentence perspective*, i.e. the distri-
bution of the thematic and the rhematic elements in the 
sentence.3 There is evidence both diachronic and syn-
chronic that the verb have, which is of relatively' recent 
origin in IE languages, and which many other languages 
lack (Benveniste 1960) serves as a means of subjectivizing 
the locative, thus.bringing it into initial position. We 
shall try to demonstrate that the choice between the struc-
tures with b. and have is hat determined solely by con-
siderations of the distribution of thematic and rhematic  
elements (which are functions of the discourse level), but 
that it is in many cases correlated to semantic features 
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and that one structure may be used to the exclusion of the 
other. Examples (1) and (2) are in a gpzaphrase relation 
and the locative in the English example (2) is moved to 
initial position owing to the fact that it has been sub-
jectivized. The subjectivization of the locative involves 
the use of the verb have as.predicate.4, But it is of 
interest to note that in S-C the unmarked word order re-
quirep the locative to be in initial position irrespective 
of whether it has been subjeetivized or not. So that the 
choice between the verbs have (imati). be , (biti) and the. 
"'existential ima" could not be accounted for by consider-
ations of functional sentence perspective and for that 
matter we do n't believe that it is determined solely by 
these considerations in E either, as will be seen from 
examples that will follow. Existential, possessive and lo-
cative sentences have a common underlying structure at a 
very abstract level where the number of case roles and • 
their semantic functions are marked.s Consider the,follow-
ing examples: 

(4)There is a TV in the car. U kolima ima televizor. 

(5)Th'e car hai a TV. 	Kola imaju televizor. 

(6)The car has a TV in it. 	U kolima ima jedin 
televizor. 

(7)A TV was in the car. 	• Jedan televizor je bio 
u kolima. 

All these sentences are derived from a stative locative 
clause (as mentioned above, such clauses have two under-
lying cases: nominative and locative), but tkey are not 
synonymous in all of their interpretations. In both E and 
S-C example (4) has at least two interpretations: (a) the 
car may have a TV set as part of its equipment (a built-in 
set), or (b) there may be a TV set carried in.the car, 
just as a suitcase is. This latter meaning will be.referreu 
to as "availability". Sentence (5) allows only one inter-
pretat!on in both languages. The car has a TV set as an in-
tegral part of the car, namely it has a built in TV set. So 
that (5) is'in a paraphrase relation with (4) only in its 
(a) interpretation. Example (6) in English has.only the 
meaning of availability, so thatArt sis synonymous with (4Y 
only under the interpretation (0. In consequence the 
meanings of (5) and (6) are distinct. The S-C equivalent 
of (6) has no distinct form for this meaning and is the 
same as (4). Example (7) is ih a paraphrase relation with 
(4) in its interpretation (b) (availability) both in E and 
S-C. As can be seen, example (4) is the unmarked form. 

Example (6) is bf special interest both from the 
point of view of English and from.a contrastive point of 
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v taw. One of the postulates of case grammar is that a 
imple sentence can have only one underlying semantic fund. 

tion (case) of the same type. In example (6) (The car has a 
TV in it), which is a simple sentence, there are two real-

. izations of the same underlying case', locative, in the sur-
  face structure, the second locative (in it) being a pro-

nominalized copy of the subjectivized locative.0 Andersen 
(1971, 1972 and 1973a) spealcs about the' locative copying 
rule, adducing examples suc? ?s: 

(8), The chair has a book on it.  
	(9)- The wall'has a 'slogan on it.* 

(10)My soup has a fly in it.7 

and stating that in stative locative cliluses "the locative 
may or may not be subjectivized, and if it is, there may be 
in certain circumstances 'copying' of the stbjectivized 
locative....Only certain verbs (like contain) appear in 
clauses containing subjectivized locatives if no *copying' 
has taken place" (Anderson 1971, 117-118). No explicit rule 
is given which accounts for "certain circumstances" under 
which the copying rule occurs. Though locative copies of 
the subjectivized locativevare obligatory in the examples 
such List 

(11)The. lemonade has a fly in it. 
8(12)The chair has a book on it. 

the locative copy would probably be unacceptable in the 
following sentences lat least when they are affirmative); 

••• 

	(13) *The house has central heating in it.

(14) *The building has a roof on it. 

This constraint is correlated to the semantic features 
alienable/inalienable or rather their extention: integral 
part/non-integral part.(We noted this phenomenon in 
passing'in Mihailovi 1972, but we did not at. that time 
have enough evidence to formulate the rule.) In locative 
sentences where the part in the relation whole/part is an 
NB which has as referent an object/ that is considered as an 
.integral part of the locative NP referent, o locative copy
is allowed in the have sentence, as can be.pen from
examples (13) and (14). On the other hand i the referentli 
of the NP standing for the part (the underlying nominative) 
is an extraneous object-idth respect to the NP referent of
the locative, then the pronominalized copy of the sub-
jectivized,locative is obligatorily present in the clause. 
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(15 	e chair has a.book. 

(16/) *The lemonade has a fly. 

In S-C.'the 	locative which has the feature inanimate can be 
subjectivized in a have clause only if the semantic case 
element nominative is marked as integral part,. 

(17) Kuda ima centralno gre- The house has central 
janje. 	 heating. 

(18)Soba ima tri prozora. 	The room has th $e 
windows. 

(19)Auto ima televizor. 	The car has d TV. 
oe 

Locative clauses in which the referent of the nominative 
NP is an object' extraneous to the referent of the lwative 
NP do not allow the subjectivizatian of the semantic
locative*in a have clause, and-consequently there does not 
arise the condition for the ap'plioetdon of the locative 
copying rule (this applies only totlocatives the referents 
of which have the feature inanimate). 

(2o) *Limunada ima muvU ta*The,lemopade has a fly). 

(21)*Stolica Lae knji4u,(ms*The chir'has a book).. 

In S-C such relations can 15e reMlized only in sentences
with the existential ima (a nonrconcord'form which is iso-
morphic with the verb imat0(have4 and diachronically 
related to it). 

(22)U limunadi ima Muva.-	There is a fly in the 
lemonade. 

(23)Na stolici ima knjige. There is a book on the 
fl 

chair. 

Such structures (the so-mailed existential sentences) 
neither in SC - nor in E are susceptible to the distinction 
integral part/non-integral part and can be considered as 
unmarked forms. 

As can be seen from the S-C examples (22) and (23) 
S-C existential sentences have the locative phrase in 
initial position and therefore they have hot developed an • 
expletive word corresponding to the English there. The 
existential-there in E has a definite•function as it repre- , 
Bents a special option in the distribution of theme-rheme, 
-the initial position being usually'reserved for unmarked 
themes, such as definitely determined noun phrases and pro-
nouns, which tie up,yith the previous context (See Mihailo-
vid 1972,.87-88 for a more exhaustive treatment of this
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'phenomenon)'. Therefore it is an establ hed fact thait it is' 
unusual to find indefinitely defined r erenti41 NPs in 
initial position, exretential there bei g the usual device 
for avoiding their appearance in that p sition. In spite of 
what we have just stated sentences such as: 

(24)A towel was on the Na podu je bio jedan 
floor. peftir. 

(25) A fly was, in thei U limunadi je bile 
lemonade. • jedna muva.

- , 9 are.quite-acceptable in appropriate contexts, whereas 
others such:as:- 

(26)*Central heating was in the house. 

(27)*Running water was in the room. 

(28)*A red façade was on the house. 

are rejected out of hand.'It seems to us that the accepta-
bility of such sentences could be correlated to the seman-
tic features we have been dealing with above,.namely the ) 
features integral/non-integral part. We assume that the 
indefinitely modified NPs in such examples As (24) and (25) 
'create a feeling'of unexpectedness, a.3-Aejovel does not 
belong on the floor, nor does a fly ite.the 'emonade. On 
the other hand central heating, running 'later.And ale:Fade 
are integral parts of the referents of the rgspective 
locative NPs'and carry with them no element of unexpected-
neas.'There is a reflectibn of these semantic consider-
ations in the gramMatical structure of E. An indefinitely 
modified Nis acceptable,in the initial position of an 
existential sentence, under the condition that,the refer-
ent,of the nominative N st not be an integral part of 
the referent of the locative-L; so that the condition for 
creating surprise is satisfieil. But if the referent of the 
nominative Wis an integral part of the referent of the 
locative N, the requirement of unexpectedness (i.e. sur-
prise) is not satisfied, so that such indefinitely modi-
fied NPs are rejected in initial position. How and where 
these semantic features should be introduced in the under-
lying structure of the locative clauses we have been 
dealing with has yet torte decided, but we have given evi-
dence both from E and -S-C to show how these features affect 
the application of transformational rules and to what 
extent the 'surface realizations of the underlying stative 
locative clauses depend on them: 

So far our locatives have had the feature inanimate. 
Let us find out whether the same semantic considerations 
affect the surface structure form of those locative clauses 
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in which t)e locative NP is marked as animate. Both in E 
and S-C in the relation whole/part where the part is an 
inalienable object (such as parts of the'body or inborn or 
acquired qualities) the Int:nate locative NP can be sub-
jectivized-in a have clause. ' 

(29) He has dark eyes. 	On ima crne oft. 

Irrinstances where the part is inalienable there is no 
ambiguity (we ignot'e the fact that sentence (29) has a 
source in two locative predications). But possessions are 

. not always inseparable, so- the sentences of the following 
type are ambiguous in at least two ways. 

(3o) I have the keys of-44 Imam kljudeve od stana. 
- flat. 

may peen that I have the keys of the flat among my pos-
sessions, or it may mean that I have them with me, that. 
they are available. Of course, the sentence may be dis-
ambiguated if we add a locative phrase such as on me/wi!:;: 
me (kod sebe), or the extrilinguistic context may make the. 
meaning clear. In S-C there is a locative sentence which 
is unambiguous, as-the locative turns up in a locative' 
phrase: 

(31)U mene su kljudevi od stana (=At me (Gen) are 
the keys of the flat). 

With articles of clothing, the locative copy is usually 
present in E, namely the locative preposition, while the 
pronominal copy is obligatorily deleted. In S-C the lo-
cative copy is not obligatory. 

(32)She had a red dress on. Imala je (na sebi) 
crvenu haljinu. 

As can be seen from the S-C equivalent of the E example 
(32), if the locative copy is present, which is far from 
frequent, the locative is pronominalized by-the reflexive 
pronoun na sebi (on herself). But when the.underlying 
nominative turns up in,surface structure as a non-referen-
tial constituent (question words and non-referential 
prono k) the pronominal copy of the locative is obliga-  
tory i S-C, while the pronominal part is obligatorily 
delete in the E equivalent, leaving behind only the 
locat e preposition. 

	
( 3) .ta je ona imala na What did she have on? 

eebi? (=What did she, . . 
have on herself?) 
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(34) Rada se pojavila na, When she appeared she 
sebi nije imala had nothing on. 
nilta. (-When she 
appeared she had 
nothing on herselfl. 

We hope to have given 'sufficient evidence that there 
are certain principles at work both in E and S-C based on 
the concepts alienability/inalimiability, which determine 
the respective sprface structure forms of stative locative 
sentences. In addition, we hope to have contributed to the 
elucidation of the so-far unexplained phenomenon of the 
acceptability vs unacceptability of indefinitely defined 
noun phrases in initial position of so-called existential 
sentences. 

NOTES 

• 

1.Allen 1964, Lyons-1967, Fillmore 1968, Cljristie 1970, 
Anderson 1971; Saadi 1971. 

2.Nominative is used in Anderson (1971) for a semantic 
(case) element and should not be*confesed with the 
inflectionally marked subjective case in traditional /E 
grammars. The nominative in Anderson's case grammar is 
the most neutral case and the only o igatory Only . 
one element, nominative, is introdu 	imply 44h 
constituency rule, whereas the othe ca a involve the 
subcategorisation of the clause. NPs en er the struc-
ture of a clause only indirectly, i.e. via a particular 
case function. Anderson's grammar sets up four cases: -
ergative„ nominative, locative, and ablative. These four 
cases can be introduce 	as categories or as 
features on categories, so that cases may become amal-
gamated and are not treated as monocategorial elements 
like in Fillmores grammar. 

3.See:NDanell 1966, Firbas 1966, Kirkwood 1969, Sgall 1969 
and the authors quoted therein. 

4."the subject in sentences containing "have (and its 
equivalents) as a main verb" has its source (diachroni-. 
callyand synchronically) in a locative phrase of some 
sort". (Anderson 1973a,'31)) 
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5. This conclusion rests on the assumption that be and 
have (as "main" verbs) do not appear in the deep struc-
ture of sentences,-but are introduced by, transfofm--
ational rules (BaCh 19677 Lyons 1967). There is 
diachronic evidence for such a proposal. Durbih arid 
Durbin (1968, note 7, 117) state that-verbs correspond-
ing to English be and have are not universal and they 
hypothesize that Proto-Indo-European had neither a verb 
for to be or to have. This assumption is corroborated 
by taict that there are languages (e.g. Russfin, 
Ancieht Greek, Hungarian) in which the copula need not 
be present even in the surface structure. More recent 
studies have resulted in a convention which treats 
verbs as central (Anderson 1971, note 1, 31: "Verbs are 
central relationally: they govern the case functions 
contracted by nouns"). In order not to lose generality
of description, one is bound to introduce have and be 
into the underlying structure. In AndersonTi-iirammar 
(1971, 88) be is introduced as copula in stative 
sentences, namely copula is added as a feature to V. 
We shall return later to the verb have. 

6. As a !utter of fact, both: 

There is a TV in the car. 
. 	. 
and 

The car has a TV 	it. 

have two reflections of the same underlying case, 
locative. There is a nominative phrase (TV)'and two 
locative phrases (there and in the car) and (the car 
and in it) respective y. In both examples there is 
only one locative function in the underlying structure 
ich has two reflections on the surface. In the second 

sentence the locative phrase has been subjectivized, 
and in the first, the lotative there "has indeed little 
more semantic specification than that it is a locative" 
(Anderson 1971, 107-108). 

7. Anderson introduces both have and be into the under-
lying structure. He postulates three properties for the 
main verb have: it appears with empty Ns above locative 
predications, it reverses Ns in a single predication, 
and it absorbs the lower V, so that the underlying 
structure of the sentence 

My soup has A fly in it. 

is represented in the following way (Anderson 1973a, 
96-97): 
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When the operations of filling the trio empty Ns,in the When 
.upper predication are perforted, the lower subject filling  
the upper object case (the original being deleted), and the 
lower locative filling the upper subject position (with the 
Subsequent pronominaliiation of the original locative), 
followed by the absoption of the lower V, the following 

'structure'is derived: 

(The principles of this rule are formulated-in Anderson
1973b.) 

8. We shall adduce some sentences with a locative copy 
obtained from books and unprepared speech so as to 
avoid the impression that such structures are strained; 
the examples quoted are taken from linguistic'works, 
whose authors usually exemplify their points by 
examples made up for the occasion. 

The apple-tree has a lot of apples aD it this 
year. 

Her voice had that faintly complaining note 
.in it which is about the most annoying sound
human voice can contain. (Agatha Christie,,,
The Sittaford Mystery, Glasgow 1975 (first
publ. 1931), 60.) 

• 
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9. 	Allan (1971, 6) gives the following examples: 

(16) a. A strange man is outside. 
b. There is a strange man outside. 1 

stating that "despite the synonymy of the two
sentences (16a) is more dramatic and impressive than
(16b).1: this results from the thematization of /new,  
information:* 
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4 Leonardo Spalatin (University of Zagreb) 

,AN APPROACH tO THE DEFINITE ARTICLE 

Introduction 

The articles constitute one of the knottiest 

points of English grammar for speakers of Serbo-Croatian 

and they are never fully mastered. A speaker of Serbo-

Croatian, by dint of much reading and by paying special 

attention to the articles, can'arriviat a point where he 

can be fairly certain in repeating what he has.memorized 

either individual cases or parts of the article sistem.$;-

but he is never quite certain how far the system goes arid, 

consequently, feels uncertain when he has to generate a 

use of the article for which his'memory has stored no pre-,  

'cadent. 

2. 	One of the promihent practical aims of cortras-:  

tive analysis is to help learners. to go from the Source 
.Language to the Target Language in the most effective and 

least painful way by establishing what is identical in the 
two languages arid .by concentrating on differences. The 
basid.ass9mption is that the difficulties facing the

*N. 
learner stem from differences between the two languages 

and that the greater the difference between the two lan— 

guages the greater wfll be the difficulties. The degree 9f 
difference'is thus in direct ratio to the number of errors 

made in using a particular language item. Proarthis ity 
would seem that contrastive analysis would have much to 
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tell the speaker arSC when he struggles with the English 
article system, as this is an area of very numerous errors 
and, consequently, of great difficulties. Unfortunately, 

this is not:the case. 

3. 	In contrastive analysis we are faced mostly with 

thg following situations:

3.1.' 	a. A Source Language item Si has a corr nd-

ing Target Language item Ti with somewhat differenr:s-
tzibution. Si represents positive interference; the differ-
ence ill distribution between Si and Ti represents negative 
interference. Thus, both SC and E have possessives (adjec-
tives and pronouns). This fact will "remind" the Serbo-
Croatian learner of English to use possessive words also 

English (positive interference), but he must also keep 
in mind the differences in their use (negative interfere 
ence) and react with a gossessive adjective,in English 
also in cases where there is no positive interference from 
SC; 

3.2. 	b. Si has Til,, Ti2, ..;e -as its equivalents in 
the system. Si represents positive interference; the fact 
that Si can be rendered as Til, Ti2, ..., represents nega-
tive interference. The SC present is rendered, mostly, as 
present, preterit or present perfect in E. The fact that 
an SC tense requires a tense in E represents poiitive in-
terference; the necessity to choose among three possibil-
ities in E as against one in SC represents negative inter-
ference, and the learner will tend to generalize one of 
the E possibilities to the exclusion of the other two, at 
the first stage of learning.'At later stages, he will start 
using also the other possibilities, although not necessar-
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11y correctly 

c. Sii, 512, ..., have Ti as their sole equiv-
alent. 	Si- Si ..., could represent negative interfer-1 " 2 
ence. An example for this situation would be the two-
.aspectuaj forms in most SC verbs as against one non-
aspectual form in E. The learner will tend to distinguish 
two aspectual forms also in E, and for this he will utilize 
the two types of verb phrases in E (simple arid progress-
ive), mostly by ascribing imperfective value to the' 
progressive form and the perfective value to the sirple 
form, for reasons that need not interest us here.1 This 
means that the learner tends to utilize- as translation 
equivalents elements of the Target Language which are not 
formally correspondent to the items of h,is mother tongue. 

3.4. 	d. This is, fortunately, the least frequent 
situation: for no item in the Source Language there are one 
or more items In the Target Language. In such situations 
contrastive analysis is of little or no use as positive 
interference, for all practical purplres, is totally 
absent. The learner will begin, at the stage when he is 
expected to start generating Target Language sentences, by 
omitting the item(s) for which there is no positive inter-
ference from the Source'Language. At the second stage, he 
acquires positive interference of a kind. In the case of 
the articles, a SC learner of E will learn that, contrary 
to the situation in his mother tongue, E nouns occur with 
articles; that is, he will take nouns as signals for ar-
ticles but he will still lack a signal for the distribution 
of articles. The result will be that the use of articles 
will increase, but the increase will very likely be too 
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great and their distribution will be quite frequently 

wrong. This explains why, after a period bf intensive ex-

ercise on the use of articles, the number of wrongly used 

articlei seems 	increase rather than decrease. Before 

the exercises the articles were mostly omitted, so that 

those nouns which occur without phonetically realized ar-  

ticles were correctly used. At the second stage, practi-
cally all nouns have phonetically realized articles, many 

of which are used where, no article is required and, in the 
. 	• • 

situation where one of the articles is required, frequent-
ly the wrong article is selected; (it is mostly the defi-

nite article that,is generalized). This is a situation 
'similar to that in wflich, when asked what was better, a 
watch which was a second late every year or a watch that 

had stopped', the computer, allegedly, answered that the 

on, that was out of order was better because -it showed 

absolutely correct time twice a day• while the first watch. 
never showed correct time. 

4. 	The learner sees nouns in SC as "nil + noun". 

The nil, as far as phonetic realization is concerned, cor-

responds to the E null article, find the learner, in some 
cases, by making a mistake comes pp with a correct sol-

ution. At the second stage,thejoearner's newly acquired 
equivalence is *pc nu + N" E article + N" with the 
-null article omitted as it has the same form as his 

native nil, whibh'he has been taught is wrong. In other 
words, he has become article7conscious, which is obviously 

a step towards the Target Language. Paradoxically, this 

step in the right direction often results in an increased 
number of wrong articles. 
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5. Although situations are rare in which there is 

no item in the Source Language and one or more correspond-' 
ing items in the Target Language, the frequency of the few 

items which may exist can be extremely high. This is the 

situation facing a native speaker of English groping his 

way. through the maze of the SC aspect system. The author 
of the present article knows an American with an uncanny 

knowledge of SC who is likely to make mistakes only in the 

selection of the proper verb aspect. This fact is not very 

encouraging for aispeaker of SC when he tackles the intri-

cacies of the E article system. 

6. There have been several attempts to find ele-
ments of positive interference in SC for the E articles, 
but so far as we can judge, they all have been what they 

were bound to be - failures. Those elements of positive 

interference authots believe they 'have discovered are, 
in most cases, no such elements at all or, at best, their 

positive value is marginal and they themselves are op-

tional. In addition, their possible utilization imposes 
upon the'learner so much mental effort that they are to 

all practical purposes useless. 

6.1. 	To illustrate this, let us consider some of thr 

more plausible cases of the alleged positive interference 

frourSC. 

7. One such case is believed to be the occurrence 

of a demonstrative with the second mention of the same 
referent, as in 

(1) Nekod je fivio neki krall. W je krali imao 
jednog sine. (Literally: Once upon a time 
there lived some,king. Thit icing ,had one son.) 

(1E) Once upon a time there lived a king. The king 
had a son. 
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This looks rather convincing-, if we forget the fact that 

in most cases instead of taj kralj ("the king") we will 

have on ("he"). On the other hand, 111 (alleged equival-

ent of "the") is far from obligatory. Admittedly, a se-

quence like: 

(2)Nekod je fivio neki kralj. Kral] je imao. 
jednog sine. (Literally: Once upon a time 
thkre lived some king. Kinq had one son,) 

(2E) the same as (1E) 

would be rather awkward, but not for reasons‘of awkward 

grammar but rather for the .jarring close repetition of the 
noun kralj ("king"). If the sentence is reshuff led, two 

repetitions of the noun kralj ("king") without the demon-

strative to (?"the") are quite acceptable: 

(3)Nekod je fivio neki krali.bsim dviju kderi, 
krali je imao i jednog sina. (Literally: Once 
upon a time.there lived some king. In addi-
tion to two daughters,. king had one son.)

(3E) Once upon a time ther lived a kin . In 
addition to two daughters, the ing had a son, 

7.1. 	If (1) is continued in such a way thit sin 

("son") is mentioned again (in the same-way as krali 
("king") in (1)) it ,is, the demonstrltive 	(?"the") - that 
becomes awkward: 

(4)Nekod je tivio neki kralj. T j je kralj imao
• jednoq sine. ?Tai sin bio je ilo hrabar. 

Literally: Once upon a time here lived a 
kirig. The king had one son. T at son was very
brave.) 

(4E) Once upon a time there lived a king. The king
had a .son. The son was very br ve. 

7.2. 	In this way to1 as a signal for t e definite 
article in E is•of very negligible usefulne s. In addi-
tion, Ill is a frequent equivalent of that o this, which 
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farther reduces its usiefulness as a definite article sig-
!nal. The learner has to decide whether to occurs with a 
.first mention or the second mention of the referent; if 
it is A second mention then there is a poisfbility (how 
much of a possibility?) that it signals the definite ar-
ticle in E. This is obviously too devious a procedure for 
the learner to profit by. 

8. 	Another frequently mentioned case o►f possible 
positiye SC interference as a signal of the definite ar-
ticle in E is the tendency. (we do not know how consistent 
it is) in SC to start a sentence with what is known and 
to conclude it with a new piece-of information. The con-
clusion drain from this is that a noun occurring initial-
ly in SC will have as its E equivalent a corresponding. 
noun preceded by the definite article, and a noun occur-
ring finally will have a corresponding noun with the in-
definite article in E (or, if it is a non-count noun, the 
zero article?, not necessarily in the same position. Thus 
to 

(5)tomiek je doAao. (Literally: Man has arrived.) 
would correspond 

(5E) The man has arrived. 

whereas 

(6)DoAao le Eovlek., (Literally: Arrived has man.) 
would be an equivalent of 

(6E) A man has arrived. 

8.2. 	When told of this distinction, speakers of SC 

are rather astonished because they are not aware of it, 
and most of them would say that (6) is rather unusual. The 
more usual form would probably be 
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(7)1 DoAao je onaj aovjek. (Literally: ArriVed 
has that man.)

(7E) That man has arrived. 

where aovie0"man") is signaled as identifiable from the. 

foregoing text or discourse. 

8.3. 	Even if this principle of ordering sentence 
elements actually functions, with some complications, its 
function is not to represent.a noun as either definite or, 
indefinite; rather, it is to represent anything as the 
known thing (argument), about'which something so far un-
known is said (predication). As arguments are mostly real-
ized as nouns, the initial position of nouns is the 
typical position (that ii why- (6) sounds unusual), and the 
notion of definiteness, as signaled by the E definite ar-
ticle, only accidentally coextends with the notion of 
argument, as an indefinitely modified noun can also be the 
argument,_as in "Smile people never learnt-or "A boy stood 
at A corner." In addition, a'slight emphasis-on any 
element of sentence structure plays-havoc witty-this tbo 
subtle a system to be of any real practical use. In con-
clusion, we would like to emphasize the, fact that the 
categories of definiteness and indefiniteness simply are 
no part of the semantics of the SC noun. 

9. 	The fact that SC distinguishes a definite and an 
indefinite form of adjectives has very often been pointed 
out as a possible signal for the articles in E. It is -
believed that a SC noun modified by the definite form of 
an adjective will have in E an equivalent adjective and 
noun preceded by the definite article, while for the 
indefinite adjective form the opposite will be true. If we 
take even a-perfunctory look at the actual situation in 
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SC, the usefulness of an adjectival form in SC as an ar-

ticle signal dwindles dowh,to insignificance, 

9.1. 	The definite and the indefinite forms of adjec-

tives ere in most inflexional forms distinguished only by 

the quality, rather than the quantity of accent. The 
accent on forms that are,not distinguished by different 

segmental morphemes normally has the same quantity in , 

both 'forms (for instance, the indefinite tom fUto has a 

lling stem vowel, as does. the definite form tap), but one 

form has a different melody from the melody in the other 

form (in the definite form fqto it is falling, whereas in 
the indefinite form fdto it is rising). In addition, the 

definite form often shows a lengthening of the vowel fol.:-
lowing the stressed syllable (elt3). Most speakers in the 
cultural centers in the west of the country and elsewhere 

do not distinguish either the melody. of the accent or the 
length of the post-stress vowel, so that for these speak- 
ers formal differences between the two forms of the 

adjective are reduced to very few inflexional entiorgs 

that show different segmental morphemes for the two ad-
jective forms: 

9.2. 	Maretid himself (S461), and he is not at all 

reluctant to be prescriptive, says that there are very 

few invariable rules for the use of the two adjective 

fqrms. He lists a number of examples where, in the same 
environments, both forms occur. 

9:3. 	The most discouraging fact in this discouraging 

situation is that the definite adjective forms can occur 

in situations where E will require an indefinite determiner, 

as in 
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(8) nekakav diagocjeni (definite adjective) 
prsten

18E) a costly ring 

9.4.• 	What remains of this feature of SC which much' • 
has been expected from are Maretie's "few invariabli 
rules", and their usefulness seems quite negligible. One 
of them is that where there is a clossconnexion (kind of 
total attachment) between the adjective and its noun (such 
as to form a semantic unit), the adjective will invariably 
appear in its definite form. This could offer a very minor 
help indeed with some types of Eriglish'connotative proper 
names. The SC connotative name Stare sviiet ('Old World') 
could be utilized as a reminder to the SC learner of 
English to produce the Old World in E (rather than ,Old 
World). This situation could be formalized as 

---e. (SC Adj-def + N) (E the + Adj + N) / con-
notative proper /lame 

9.5. 	This instruction would be valid only in situa-
tions where there is a close translation equivalence and 
formal correspondence between the two; languages. Following 
this instruction, the learner will come up with a number 
of correct articles, as in the Milky Way (Mlijeeni Put). 
With the Crystal Palace he just would not know whether the 
feminine adjective form kristalna should be interpreted as 
definite or indefinite; and this would be the most fre-
quent situation even where a close correspondence could be 
established, which is net very frequently. 

• 
9.6. 	With non-proper names the definite form of the 
adjective is worse than useless. The E equivalent of 
aliiepi mil ("blind (adj. def.) mouse") is either the bat' 
for the genus or else a/the bat for individual animals; 
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vrtni karanfil ("garden (adj. def.) pink"), to take an 

example showing close correspondence, will be the garden  

pink in the generic 	se, otherwise it is a/the garden 
pink. In these and simitlar cases the SC construction 

"Definite Adjective + Noun" has as its E equivalents: 

a.the generic the: 
Vrtni karanfil gaji. se u vrtu. 
The garden pink is grown in gardens. 

b.the article the: 

Vrtni karanfil koji gajim▪  u vrtu predivan :e. 
The garden pink(I'm growing in my garden is 
most beautiful.  

c. the indefinite article: 

U vrtu imamo vrtni karanfil. 
There is a garden pink in the garden. 

This variety of hetexogenous "equivalents" shows that 

there is no equivalence relation between the SC definite 

adjective form an Y the E definite article either with ob-

ligatory or optio al occurrences of the SC definite --!.7ec--

tive forms. 

lo. 	We will not mention other cases of elements cf 

SC able to signal the necessity of using an article 

At best, such signals are optional or strained, or else 

they are bordering on the fantastic. In any case, they are 

too complicated to be of any practical value. 

11. 	Our own experience, and the futile atternts tc 

find positive interference in SC for both the occurrence 

and distribution of articles in E, leads us to the con-

clusion that no contrastive attempt could possibly prove 
useful because there is no realistic basis for such an 

attempt. The only thing that remains for the SC learner of 
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E is to try to understand, memorize and make automatic 
the system of E articles. Now it only remains to tell him 

where to find this system described in a useful way. The 

answer is - there is'no such description. 

12. The grammars learners 1ise are mostly of the 

for-foreign-students type, compiled, as often as, not, by 

persons with practical skill in teaching but with no the-

oretical linguistic training and with very little under-.  

standing of the nature of difficulties the learner, with *

his native linguistic behavior, meets in studying E. Most 

of the authors seem to be firm, though unconscious, be-
lievers in the universal grammar as embodied in the gram-
mar of the English language: The forelgner'S gramtaris, 

of course, the same as English grammar. Non-native authors 

of E grammars of this type usually have an article system 

in their language. Grammars of other types mostly do not 

devote enough space to the articles, or they show only a 
vague theoretical intereit ln the articles as one of the

possible realizations of the Det formative. 

13.The main weakness of such igrambars, however, is 4hat 

they are compiled mostly by authors whose mother tongues. -

have articles and they are, consequently, not aware of 
the tremendous difficulties facing a learner whose mother 
tongue has no article system. A student whose mother 

tongue does have an article system!possesses a powerful 

tool of positive interference. He finds himself in the 
enviable position of having numerous signals in his mother 
tongue, as well as a feeling for the use of articles, and 
what he has to do is to learn how his code is to be trans- 
coded into the E code. A SC learner has to learn an 
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entirely new code together with a new slant on reality in 

order to be able to understand the necessity of havlim 

that code at all. It is obvious that a speaker of;a lan-
guage which possesses an article system will take much 

for granted when describing the functioning of E articles 
for the practical use of those who try to learn English, 

forgetting the basic fact that, as far as a speaker of.a 

language which has no articles is concerned, there is.no 

earthly reason for the articles to occur with nouns 

rather than with, say, verbs, as his language signals the 
necessity for the use of articles with .nouns as much as 

it does with verbs by a total absence of any kind of sig-

nal anywhere. What most of the grammars.used by SC stu-

dents of E-do,is compare the situation in the author's 

mother tongue with that in E. Or,'if the author is a 
native speaker, he usually devotes very little space to 

the articles and his selection of the article items he 

chooses to mention is very haphazard indeed and is done 
in such a way as to leave the impression that no one can 

make head or tail of the articles by the practice of • 

making a positive statement about a "use" of the article 
and then following this brief statement by a long list of 
but's. The worst thing in the usual approach to the ar-

ticles in grammars compiled by non-natives with an 
article system in their languages, is that the comparison, 

rather than description, is done unconsciously without 

the author's being aware of it and, consequently, much 

that is idehical or similar is left out or dealt with 

summarily in half a sentence (this is no exaggeration), 

while the author is likely to concentrate on the differ-
ence) and, as a result, frequently devotes an undue 
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am nt of space and effort to ra :'er marginally important 

occ rrence of the articles. 

14. What we will try to do in a series of)articles, 

1 is to give an outline of how we •elieve the E definite 
artic e should be approached f •m the linguistic habits 

of a SC speaker as the startin: point. We 'shall, also, 
try o point out where freque tly-used grammar's are not so 

usefill as they could be, inc porating in our articles 
everything that we believe e isting grammars have useful 

to say. 

14.1. 	Our intention, therefore, is purely practical 

in the sense that we do not have the slightest ambition 
to discover how the definite article actually works. What 

could seem like excursions into theory in the following 

!texts is to be understld only as a help to the learner 
'to understand, and to e teacher to explain and make 

readily acceptable; s e points in the use of the definite
rticle. On a general' plane, the explanations may be very

incomplete and intended for only one situation. 

14.2. 	Our intention is not practical in the sense that 
what we say has to. be used in exactly the order of pres-

entation, with exactly that amount of importance attached 
to it which is in direct relation to the space deVoted to 

individual items. There has been no attempt to devise 

exercises, or even to suggest where exercises would be 
useful. We leave that to-those better qualified than we 
are. 

15. Our approach to the definite article in English 

is based on considerations of the freedom of choice of the 
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articles. Roughly, ttie division of the article uses is 

this: (ai situations where only the definite article is 
likely to occur, and (b) situations where the speaker 
has to choose between the definite article and some 
other article,' - -	

15.1., 	Situation (a) comprises what we call "Memor-
ized Uses of the Definite Article.", These are situations 

..r
where the signal for the use of the definite article is 
ooked for in features outside the article system (easy 
identify for a speaker of SC) which are invariably,  
invariably enough, accompanied by the definite ar-
le. Such features are of all sorts, such as lexical 

sets (names of rivers), number (plural nouns), noun 
classes (proper nouns), modifiers (late, superlatives), 
and others. Occasionally,. a not too deep-going rationale 
of%individual situations is attempted, based on what we 
believe to be the underlying article system. This group..' 
also inclu4esi 
although here a choice is possible but it is not relevant 
It means pretty much the same thing whether we say "The 
horse is a useful animal", "A horse is a useful animal", 
or "0 Horses are useful animals". .. 

15.2. 	The second article of this series is entitled 
"Generated Uses of the Definite Article" and it deals 
with situations where there is.a choice between the ar-
ticles and this choice is relevant. In all cases it is 
the semantics of the definite article that is decisive 
for its occurrence. But to help the learner,- such situa-

tions are divided into two groups. One group contains 
those instances of the definite article for whose appear-
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ance there is some rather reliable signal in the accom-
-panying context (as a repeated referent,: "A dog bit me. 
I hit the doq." or 'A dog bit me. I hit the wretched 
creature." or "...a house...the roof was red" and 
similar). The other group contains those, occurrences of 
the definite article for which there is no signal in the 
accompanying text (like "the sun does not shine every 
day"), although occasionally sdie accompanying structural 
feature may serve as.a not too reliable indication that 
the definite articlershould be used (such as a relative 

116
clause: "the man who arrived yesterday"). This is followed 
by the most frequent cases of'the deletion of the 
definite article. Here we are not concerned with cases 
like "from door to door", but rather<with cases of 
identity deletion like "the knife and (the) fork". 
Finally, we try to show that cases like "0 school" 
against-"a/the schobl", which are great favourites with 
most grammars, are nothing exceptional and that they
behave in exactly the same way as all other nouns capable 
of changing from count class to the non-count class. 

NOTES 

1. See L. Spalatin, e PresentTense:in English and
Serbo-Croatian", R. Filipovid, ed., The Yugoslav
Serbo-Croatian - E glish Contrastive PrFiect,
Reports 3, Zagreb, 197o p. 139 ff. 

2. A, null morpheme is 	rpheme without a phonetic
reariation; nil indicates the absence of a morpheme. 
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